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In an effort to save the vitally es Fillings of permanent teeth .... 159
was established In 1896 and in 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
sential nursing service of Miss Eliza Extraction of temporary teeth 146
papers consolidated March 17, 1807.
Steele from abandonment, the Extractions of permanent teeth 24
Rockland Nursing Service will next
Twelve baby clinics were held,
EDITORIAL]
Monday, stage an intensive drive with an attendance ol 421 children.
to raise $2000 to carry on the work.
CLAIMS COST NOTHING
Rockland Boy Scouts are associated
with the Nursing Service in the
This is the stage of the campaign when the national chair
drive, bringing the total to $2500. If
man of both major political parties claim everything In
less than that amount is raised the
sight. There is nothing compulsory on the part of the reader
work of both groups will be sadly
■ handicapped. This is a plea for
to believe their statements or even the findings of the Gallup
generous giving. Checks or con- [
poll, but if it diverts our attention from rival claim absurdi
tributions may be sent directly to
ties In Germany and Great Britain, something has been
Donald C. Leach, campaign treas- j
accomplished.
urer at the First National Bank.
Miss Steele's report of the year !
TWO HESITANT NATIONS
Just ended. Is presented In today's
Issue that the public may see the
We do no profess to know which way Russia will jump
great scope of work done. Last
or which way Spain will Jump, but Judging future events by
year Miss Steele worked under Red
the unfortunate past we would be willing to wager the pro
Cross sponsorship, but that organi
verbial “plugged nickel” that they will cast their lot with the
zation was forced to give up the
service and this drive is an effort to
present axis—Germany, Italy and Japan—to prevent sharing
have it from abandonment.
the unhappy lot of the other subjugated European countries.
Annual report of the Rockland
The only thing that can give that decision pause Is the sturdy
Branch of the American Red Cross
showing now being made by Oreat Britain both on the de
Public Health Nursing Service, from
fensive and offensive. It will be interesting to read the real
July 1, 1939. to July 1, 1940
thoughts of those astute coaches. Stalin and Franco.
Nursing and Health Supervision:

Nursing Association Drive Of Next Week
Hopes To Save the Service For Rockland

Only 24 years old, but physically
a giant, and the picture of health.
Charles Saarion. a Brooklyn theo
logical student, is conducting a se
ries of meetings at the Finnish
Church on the Georges River road,
and Thursday night will tell an in
teresting congregation what the war
in Finland was like when the Rus
sians vented their wrath on that
peaceful country.
Mr. Saarion is well qualified to
tell the story, for he served 19
months in the Red Cross services in
Finland, and was at Turku during
•he war, and took part in the night
patrol while the Russian airmen
were attacking the city.
"Every apartment house had its
shelter," Saarion told The CourlerOagette yesterday, "and there were
shelters on each side of every street
When the planes, sometimes gliding
and silent, appeared, the police
would shout "throw yourselves to the
ground!"
Excited women often
failed to heed tills warning, and
would run across the streets, in
stead, becoming easy marks for the
bombing machines.
"Often they were blown to bits,
and the only method of identifica
tion would be a ring or bit of tat.

tcred clothing.”
“Finland at present is reconstruct
ing itself and building new cities
with ) reat rapidity aided in this
work by the ,use of portable houses,
The same form of government is in
effect.
|
“From the standpoint of agricul
ture the situation is less, satisfac
tory for the past season was a dry
one and the harvest was small. The
problem of the coming winter >s
one which occasions no small con
cern. Products are being shipped
from America, and through all of
the country’s troubles America has
been splendid.
Mr. Saarion is a native of New
York and began his educational
career with a view to landing in the
Journalistic profession. The call to
theology came to him. He attended
New York University and was a
theological student in Finland be
fore the war broke out. As might
be expecter from looking at him he
was a football player while in
school, at guard position.
His meetings at the church on the
Oeorges River road have been most
successful. Sunday night a Young
People's meeting was held, and the
members gave a fine account of
themselves.

The November Term

Meehan Is Cited
One Of the Clark Island
Quarry Leaders Is Honored
By American Legion

When the November term of
Knox County Superior Court con
venes it will be on a Wednesday in
stead of the time-honored Tuesday,
the obvious reason being that the
Presidential election is being held
on the first Tuesday of November.
The Grand Jury this term will
be a new one. and among the fol
lowing drawn for service on it are
five women:
Traverse Jurors
Ralph O. Bourne,
Thomaston
Emile E. Coombs,
Vin&lhaven
Will Clement,
South Thomaston
Whalen A. Creamer.
Warren
Frank A. Crute.
Cushing
Mrs. Oladys Cullinan.
Appleton
Ernest Demmons,
North Haven
Mrs. Ruby Drinkwater,
Camden
Robert D. Farris.
Union
Mrs. Helen P. Garnett, Owl’s Head
Chester Havener.
Friendship
Mrs. Emily Jagels,
Camden
Herbert Larrabee.
Rockland
John B. Marriner.
Hope
F. Herbet Pierson.
St. George
Mrs. Ethel C. Sukeforth. Rockland
Charles Vannah.
Washington
Jesse Wentworth,
Rockport

The following article from a
Philadelphia newspaper will in
terest many Knox County friends
of the man whom it chiefly con
cerns. and residents of Clerk
Island in particular.
Austin Meehan. 35th Ward Re
publican leader, and a resident of
Burholme was the recipient of the
American Legion Citation Award
at the "Peace Preparedness Meet
ing" held in Lawndale. In a very
colorful and impressive ceremony.
Mr. Meehan was presented the
award following a short but in
spiring talk by William L. G. Smith.
Commander ot the American Le
gion Post of Fox Chase, the spon
sors of the Americanism Meeting.
Twelve Color Guards were in at
tendance at St. William's Hall,
where the affair was held, and
their appearance on the stage
made a very beautiful panorama
of colors. The Rising Sun Post
VF.W. Cadet Corps, and the Le
gion's own -Junior Band supplied
the music for the evening.
In presenting the award. Com
Grand Jurors
Carl O. Borgerson.
Rockland mander Smith said:
"One among us has been par
John Cunningham.
Union
John E. Davis,
Warren ticularly outstanding in his service
Mrs. Lucia Godard.
Cushing to your local American Legion Post
Charles Grinnell,
Appleton and Its members as well as every
Mrs. Helen Hall.
Rockport other worthy organization, church
Mrs. Addle B Harville,
Camden or individual citizen. Tireless and
William J. Hastings,
Thomaston generous in his never ending deHarold Hupper,
St. Oeorge I sire to serve his fellowman regard
Clyde Marriner.
Camden less of race or creed or politics,
Charles S. Montgomery. Owl s Head [ this outstanding citizen carries on
John Newbig.
Friendship in a true American spirit of "live
Sidney Oxton,
Rockland and let live.” It is to this good
Leroy Pierce.
North Haven citizen we dedicate this portion of
Miles G Pitcher.
Washington our program.”
’’I hold in my handf' he con
Miss Ethel Rackliff.
Rockland
Clarence Robbins.
South Hope tinued. "what, to a child or ab
Mrs. Della Simmers,
Vinalhaven normal individual, would appear
Charles S. Watts. South Thomaston to be a mere scrap of paper on
The term will' be presided over which is some flashy printing, a
by Justice Oeorge L. Emery, and few penned signatures, a glittering
has no present indications of being gold seal and a pretty colored rib
bon. To the man whose name is
a lengthy one.
inscribed thereon it will, beyond
Hong Kong. China, is increasing | doubt, prove a priceless document.
It cannot be bought at any price.
its purchases of American goods.

Nationally Advertised Brands Week and
Special Sale!

THE CRUCIAL QUESTION

Just for the moment it is not a question as to who will
win the Presidential election In this country; as to whether we
will enter the war; or which will throw the most effective
bombs. The big issue is whether Detroit or Cincinnati will
win the World Series.
THE LITTLE MAN IN WAR
(Herald-Tribune)
A dispatch from Washington brings the information that
undersized men. sometimes known slightingly and unfairly as
runts, probably will be accepted for military training from the
16500.000 who are to be registered on Oct. 16 At present the
Army specifications set a height of 5 feet 4 inches as the mini
mum, but some authorities appear to believe that this figure
can be cut down to, say, five feet. This proposal sounds en
tirely sensible. Modern warfare, with its Intense mechaniza
tion and its many diverse branches, does not call for big
men The days of the giants of Peter the Great, and the tall
fellows of the Prussian Ouard, have long since vanished with
the days of panoply and ornament. True, the infantry and
the artillery usually require a certain amount of heft, but they
do not tell the whole story. The little men. of course, can
serve as clerks, but some of them could give a good account of
themselves behind a wheel or a gun-sight. A formidable
fighting group could be recruited in New York alone from
among our Jockeys, our sawed-off taxicab drivers and our
flyweight and bantamweight pugilists. They have courage,
and their reflexes are marvelous—especially those of the cab
drivers.
CONGRESS SHOULD STAY
(Christian (Science Monitor)

In June the press and public of America prevented the
adjournment of Congress. Press and public can and should
do it again. If Congress had gone home early in the Summer
it would have been necessary to convene a special session.
In the last three months it has done vital work—voting the
$10,000,000,000 defense program, adopting conscription, and
shaping up the excess profits tax in addition to other im
portant legislation. The members of Congress who have
labored through a Washington Summer deserve the thanks
of the country. More than any single individual. Congress
merits the “indispensable" label.
A grave and unexplained fault In Presidential leadership
promoted the movement for adjournment in June. Mr.
Roosevelt, in face of France’s crumbling, said he saw no
reason for Congress to remain "except to make speeches.”
Apparently the White House will again welcome the absence
of Congress, although now It Is primarily the members them
selves who are pushing for adjournment. All of the House and
a third of the Senate are up for election and have political
fences to mend before November.
The emergency is less today than in June. But It is still
so great that the President does not feel he can debate the
issues of the election with Mr. Willkie. Congressmen might
well adopt the plan of recessing briefly for absolutely essen
tial campaigning Several proved In the primaries that stay
ing on the job in Washington was appreciated by their con
stituents. The press and public might well make plain its
desire to have this "indispensable" part of the Government
remain on guard in the national capital.
It is earned only through unselfish
service.
"Much can be said about the man
we are about to recognize on this
occasion but knowing full well your
familiarity with his good deeds, his
achievements and his outstanding
service to our community I feel
sure all of you will heartily endorse
our selection.”
•
The longes telephone line in the
world extends from Moscow to Kha
barovsk, Siberia. It is about 5600
miles in length.

Mrs. Damie Gardiner who will
be the soloist at the lecture on Chi
nese Arts and Crafts on Friday eve
ning. will sing "At Dawning." by
Charles Wakefield Cadman, accom
panied by Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs.
Berry will also play the Confucian
Chant, during the Chinese wedding
ceremony. The lecture will be at
8 p. m. in the Tower room of the
Community Building.

Original ancestors of the giant
panda, recently brought to Ameri
ca, lived in North America.

CUT RATE

CAMDEN, MAINE

89 c

69c
51C
3g
§C

Two 25c packages Epsom Salts.........................
21C
Vicks Vapor Rub......................................................
27c
Large Bottle Listerine............................................
59c
Medicine Droppers, 2 for.......................................
5c
1.25 Value Water Bottles 1/..............................
54c
Four Bars Woodbury’s Soap.................................
26c
Two Jars Cashmere Cold Cream.........................
25c
1.00 Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder............................
79c
Two Bottles Cue Liq. Def., 50c value..............
26c
35c Sloans Liniment..............................................
29c
One Large Bottle Beef Iron and Wine...........
59c
Two 25c Bottles Hinds H. & A. Cream; both 41C
Hundreds of Other Special Values All This Week
Visit the Comique Theatre for Comic Cartoon through Courtesy
of Libby’s Pharmacy
WHEN IN CAMDEN STOP AT LIBBY’S

Volume 95............ Number 118.

NINE THOUSAND PHEASANTS
Two Rovers Visit State Game Farm and
See Unbelievably Rare Birds
(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)

I

LIBBY’S PHARMACY
$1.20 Fr. Johns Medicine......................................
2 Qts. Milk of Magnesia, 1.50 val.; both for
1 Quart Russian Mineral Oil.................................
10c Pocket Combs....................................................
200 Cleansing Tissues............................................

THREE CENTS A COPY

MISS STEELE’S GREAT WORK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Charles Saarion At Georges River
Church Thursday Night—Acted As a
Patrol In Bombing Raids

A New Grand Jury Will
Begin Its Year’s ServiceJudge Emery To Preside

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October 1, 1940

MESS FUND BENEFIT
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1
ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
ADMISSION 35 CENTS

AUSPICES WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, A. L.
117*118

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET....................... ROCKLAND, ME.
118-It

Although we awoke him from a
sound slumber on the one day of
the week when he was entitled to
40 extra winks of sleep, McNeil
Brown, superintendent of the State
Game Farm proved the model host
when Bob Webster and I called
upon him Sunday at the famous
Dry Mills establishment in the
town of Gray. A bit sleepy-eyed,
and suffering from a heavy cold,
he Insisted upon leaving his bed
and showing us some of the high
spots of the 210-acre preserve,
meantime extending to us the hos
pitality of his home, presided over
by his charming wife, and two de
lightful youngsters—Ralph McNeil
Brown and Robert Donald Brown,
aged 6*4 and 6 years respectively.
Our host was led to the Incidental
remark that he wished he had nine
boys, because they would consti
tute a baseball team.
The baseball urge 1s still strong
with this former Rockland boy who
won his spurs as a member of the
Rockland High School baseball
team, and who finds no sweeter
music today than the crack of the
bat. As a matter of fact he has de
voted his leisure moments the past
Summer to the National game,
playing second base on the Gray
team in the Casco Bay League.
Oray won the championship in the
first half of the season, but lost
out to Yarmouth In the play-off in
a five game series. Neil batted for
286 and had a nearly perfect field
ing average. With not a pound of
surplus flesh he still looks the part
of the model athlete.

Prenatal visits .......................... 205
Postnatal visits
273 A work vastly important to this
Newborn visits .......................... 294 city is done by Mist Eliza Steele
of the Rockland Nursing Associa
Non-communicable and com
tion
municable visits
..... —.... 951
Tuberculosis visits
___
96
Venereal diseases __________
18 These clinics are attended not only
Crippled children ........................ 33 by the mothers in our own city, but
Infants and pre-schools ......... 1810; by mothers from the surrounding
Parent consultations ..............
337towns. Literature, layettes, cod liver
Total visits lor year.................. 4017 ; oil. and cereal are provided for all
Total visits to homes....... . ....... 2447 deserving cases; 427 inoculations
for diphtheria have been given, and
School Work:
Eighteen hundred and thirty-four j four vaccinations for smallpox. Dr.
school children weighed, measured, Charles Popplestone has given his
and examined during the school J time one afternoon each month for
these clinics.
year.
Glasses were provided for nine
Number found with defects........ 881
children. The Rockland Klwanis
Number found with defective
teeth
806 Club bought eight pair, and the
Corrections _____
228 Junior Red Cross one pair.
Three crippled children's clinics
Number found with defective
throats ................................... 145 have been held in this district, un
Corrections
____ .......... 35 der the State Bureau of Health.
Department of Crippled Children.
Number found with defective
vision ...................................... 98 The nurse has assisted at these three
Corrections
____ ..................... 46 clinics.
A class In home hygiene and care
Number found with defective
hearing _________________
18 of the sick was taught over a period Keen Along the Way
Corrections
-----5 of seven weeks. Six adults complet
Mrs. Brown, a native of Oray,
Parent consultations ---- -—.... 337 ed the course, and were awarded the
certificate granted by the National was proud of her town team, and.
Teachers assisted with Health
of course, her husband The Gray
Programs ..... ..........................
34 Red Cross.
team played 35 games this season
Two
lectures
in
public
health
Sanitary inspections of schools
Before 1 undertake to give you
and grounds...........................
44 nursing were given before the stu
some of the high lights we noted
Classroom inspections were made dent nurses at Knox County Hos
in a quick survey of the game farm
in the grades seven months out of pital.
Three home service cases for dis —which incidentally has a thou
the nine school months. There have
sand visitors every pleasant Sun
been no epidemics of contagious abled veterans or their families
day—Jump aboard Bob's Pontiac
were
investigated.
diseases in the past school year.
Three cases for the Traveler’s Aid while I tell you how we got there.
Also a smaller number of exclusions
Crossing that new bridge near
for pediculi and skin diseases have Society were investigated, and the South Warren—it Is still young
cases
satisfactorily
adjusted.
Nine
been noted. The teachers have
enough to be called neW- I mark
given splendid co-operation with social service cases for out of State
again the fact that somebody
the nurse in the health work in agencies were Investigated and re dubbed it with the name of "St
ported
upon.
the classroom.
We have maintained a registry for George River.” And of course
A notice was sent to the parent
everybody familiar with local geog
of each child found with a defect. practical nurses this past year, and raphy knows that it should be St.
have
answered
calls
for
26
cases.
The nurse has found that the "Home
We are still trying to increase our Oeorges—not that the extra “a”
Visit” is a very important part in
would make it flow any more tran
the school nursing program. By tuberculosis work by more follow up quilly as its curves its way past the
work
with
our
contacts.
This
year
this home visit she is able to inter
Knox Arboretum.
pret the notice, and many times aid we will carry that as our objective
2 That sign "One Mile to Sandy
the family In having the defects from last year with one other added. Shores" recalls always the time I
Our objectives are as follows:
corrected.
went there to see Col. Charles A.
1. To do more follow up work
One Schick clinic was held In the
Lindbergh when his plane was
schools, and 1124 children were test In our tuberculosis progaram.
forced down in a heavy fog while
2. Inoculation for diphtheria of
ed. One immunization clinic fol
Mrs. Lindbergh and he were fly
lowed the Schick clinic and 268 | every baby who attends well baby ing from Englewood. N. J., to North
children were inoculated for diph clinic before he is one year old.
Haven. The Lindberghs have had
In concluding this report I wish
theria. The local physicians give
an eventful career, but it is doubt
their time for these clinics as we to express my appreciation to Na ful if they will ever forget the fine
tional Red Cross, members of the
have no school physician.
hospitality bestowed upon them by
In co-operation with the Maine executive and nursing committees, the Dormans during their night's
city
officials,
service
clubs,
Knox
State Department of Health, a tu
stay there. A peaceful spot. Is
berculin clinic was held In Junior County Hospital, Junior Red Cross Sandy Shores, far removed from
High and High School; 247 pupils and to our physicians for the splen the stinging criticism and acri
were tested, and six of this number did co-operation shown to the serv monious debate which has been the
reacted to the test. Following th.s ice the past year. No organization lot of The Lone Eagle since he
x-rays of those reacting this year works alone. I therefore feel that placed his fate in the lap of the
and in past years were taken. Each whatever has been achieved In the Oods by talking over the radio.
pupil is followed with an x-ray past year is due to the co-operation
whenever advised by the physician of individuals and other organiza Autumn Foliage Backward
This year 101 x-rays were taken. tions with us. To serve and see the
Just a hint to the motorist: Don't
Ten adults were also x-rayed at this work grow has been a great privi go out riding now with the expect
time. In one of the adults, who was lege.
ation of seeing beautiful foliage for
Respectfully submitted,
a contact, the diagnosis was "pul
it hasn't turned sufficiently yet to
Eliza J. Steele, give the effect for which Maine's
monary tuberculosis," and she was
Public Health Nurse. Autumn foliage is so justly famous.
promptly admitted to the sana
torium. Next year this clinic will be
I saw some beautiful coloring over
The annual meeting of Com In the western part of the State—
held In all the grades.
A Summer roundup was held for munity Building was held yesterday notably near Poland Spring, but
the examination of all children who with reports showing that the the scenery would be beautiful over
were entering school for the first splendid work of the plant for the there if it was mud colored.
time in September. Eighty-three community especially the boys and
Dr. Perley Damon's cottage near
' children attended. The examina girls, was at a high peak. Mayor the Waldoboro line is a cozy and
tions were made by our physicians, E. R. Veazie was re-elected president attractive picture, and the busy
throat specialist, eye specialist, and and Joseph W. Robinson was made dentist is Just as busy when he re
two dentists. Our teachers assisted vice president; Leroy C. Chatto, laxes in the seclusion of this home.
secretary, Donald C. Leach, trea HLs Idea of “relaxing" is to work
at these clinics.
A home visit was made following surer. Chairman of the Board L. every spare moment, and the net
the clinics to each child found with A. Thurston's report for the past result is many modern improve
a defect, with the object of explain two highly successful years was ments upon his residence and sur
ing the situation to the family, and roundly applauded. To the all- rounding premises.
wherever necessary In assisting them important executive board were
Great heaps of pumpkins and
named T. H. Chisholm, Lawrence squashes adorned several Damaris
In having the defect corrected.
Small clinics were held at Knox Miller. D C. Leach, Capt. John cotta dooryards. By the way, boys
County Hospital for the removal of Bernet. J. W. Robinson, J. E. blals- where are those grinning Jack o’
dell. Joseph Emery and L. A. lanterns I always used to see at
tonsils and adenoids.
Dr. Ellingwood performed the op Thurston.
this season of the year. Are Jackerations and the physician gave the
knives scarce, or creative ingenuity?
1 anesthetic. The hospital makes no Some unknown person parked a
In Damariscotta there's some
charge for the use of the operating huge, animal-shaped potato, on the thing else that’s “some pumpkins,”
I room or laboratory. Twenty-eight editor’s desk yesterday. John Watts, and that's the progress on what Is
■ children were operated upon the the Southend barber would like the to be one of the finest hospitals In
owner to see the one which Oeorge that part of the 8tate. A cam
I past year.
Ten dental clinics were held. Gray brought to him from Warren paign banner spread across the
Children from the first three grades —twice as large says the veracious town's Main street bears this legend
! attended. The report of this work John.
—“The New Hospital.” What a
is as follows:
woman's benevolence and citizen's
Buy Yourself rich—through clas- co-operation can accomplish we
[ Chlldretrettended ..................... 81
Cleanings
.....................................
81 •lfled often.
here find demonstrated.

We Dodge the Fog
’Scotty" has much to recommend
it; even the pine trees are thriving
on the landscaped roadsides.
And the residents are never at
loss for unusual names, one of them
being the "Hammer and Tongs Gift
Shop.”
Sunday newspapers are evidently
much in favor in that region. A
large shop on the bridge-end was
loaded with them and all sorts of
conveyances were taking them to
neighboring points.
Rain had made the long Wiscas
set bridge a bit slippery, and the
fog was so dense that the pictur
esque Lincoln County seaport was
completely hidden.
Eschewing the misty coast Bob
lighted his famous pipe anew and
headed the ’Tonty" inland, pass
ing the sign which denotes the “Old
Border House, 1813," and heading
toward Randolph over Route 27.
WBZ told of fine weather in New
York and Boston, but the fog clung
Just as tenaciously to the Maine
Coast.
Pittston Has Plenty of Elbow Room

Of all queer towns I have ever
struck commend me to Pittston
where the houses are spaced well
apart lor a distance of several
miles—no little groups of buildings
such as you see in almost every
town in America. Perhaps the far
sighted founders had in mind that
folks might want to play their
radios after 11 p. m, or some
schoolboy might want to turn loose
his surplus energy by practising on
*•*the saxophone.
The approach to Richmond was
over a stretch of new highway,
more in keeping with Rolls Royces
than the ox cart which we saw
wending Its leisurely way over it.
Artists who decorate water hyd
rants have ideas of their own. In
Topsham, for instance the "plugs”
are painted green and have red
tops.
Changing to Route 196 we found
ourselves temporarily In new terri
tory.
Away over in Pejepsoot we were
confronted by a Union Fair sign,
showing how well advertised tha
North Knox show was—But Union
Fair, which would ordinarily have
been held last week, long since be
came history, and late September
may never know it again.
A Visit to Shiloh
A black cat Is seen walking boldly
over a narrow rail, high above the
ground: the river is a basin of
suds below the falls; and a res
taurant carries the appropriate
sign: "The Dinner Bell.”
At Lisbon Falls I was reminded
of the day when I disembarked
there from a railroad train, bound
for the sand hills of Durham where
stands the buildings of the Holy
Ohost and Us 8oclety, known as
"8hiloh." I went then by invita
tion of of the founder, Rev. Frank
W. Sandford, former catcher of
Rockland's college team, with whom
I was destined to have four impor
tant newspaper contacts, thanks to
an introduction by the late ’’Mont”
Simmons, who played on Sand
ford’s team.
The
years
brought
many
changes, Including the incarcera
tion of the leader of this strange
sect, and his eventual disappear
ance from the public's vision. With
in the year there have been news
paper stories to the effect that the
world famous evangelist had been
seen, but whether he is living or
dead. I know not. Our correspond
ence ceased after he regained his
liberty.

The Flock Remains Loyal
The "flock” at Shiloh which is
said to have numbered 600, became
widely scattered, but the pictur
esque wooden buildings—one of
which has a seven-story towerstill dominate the scenery on the
Durham sand hills, and services
still held there by John Sandford,
son of the founder.
(Continued on Page Five)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had m» life to live again
would have made a rule to reed BOO
poetry and listen to some muato a

reset once a week
The laee ot thsi
tastes la a loaa of happiness.—Chart)

Darwin

MINE
Not for me the grandeur of a palaci
Prlceleea picture* on the wall.
Tapestries and books with blndlnn
That might grace a royal hall?
Not for me carved cheata with brold
ertes.
Graceful, falling line on line.
Like gleaming garment, soft and
golden.
Wrought with rubles, red as wine.
Not for me obseqtiloue service.
Low bowed head and monotone.
That reveals the ancient homage
To a monarch, sceptre, throne.
Mine, the hills that gleam in starllgh
Like a sapphire crowned head.
Shining far above the forests
By emerald tapers led.
Mine, the couch of rocks and mossei
And softly falling silver dew.
And music of a waterfall
That lulls to rest and dreams ot yot
Mine, the consciousness of glory.
The majesty of sea

and sod.

Hills of vision, realization.
Love that falls not. leads to Oodl

—Minule MescfYe Souia

The Courier-Gazette Such A Walloping!
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

He will swallow up death in vic
tory; and the Lord God will wipe
away tears from off all faces.—Isa.
25: 7.8.

Book Review
“As The Seed Is Sown," author
Christine Whiting Parmenter. Pub
lisher. The Thomas Y. Crowell
Company. New York.
It is small wonder that Christine
Whiting Parmenter's books are
such instant successes; she writes
with the honest conviction that
human quality is needed in a story,
and then is a comforting assurance
that sane viewpoints will follow the
trend of her biographical sketches
of the daily life of families, that
live and breath the kind of air in
to their lungs that makes for vital
personalities.
This is her fifteenth book, and it
holds all the charm of her earlier
writings and much of cultural
growth in the telling. The New
England that the author loves is
the seat of this novel. The scene,
a town near Boston, and the story
revolves around a young lad named
Lee, whose life was saddened and
made complex owing to divorce,
and new relations of father and
mother by both being remarried.
There is much of the pleasure and
sorrows of life through the book,
with a lovely girl Barbara, a
neighbor and playmate of Lee's fol
lowing through to the happy end
ing: A very wise and adorable old
"Gram, with much thoughtful at
tention paid to long time servants
in homes where kindly thought and
affection is given them.
The Boston and Rockland steam
er days are brought into the story
giving a local touch that is inter
esting reviving in minds the busy
nights and mornings at the steam
boat wharf. Exeter and Harvard
and Weklsley come into the years,
and the prosperous and then dif
ficult days of the slump in finance
are carried through the story. The
college chums. Lee and Honey hav
ing been also room-mates at Exeter
give much vitality as well as real
ity to the novel in their love for
Barbara. This novel is already in
the third printing so popular has
it become. The book is beautifully
bound in Grey-blue linen with ex
tra fine stock in paper and print
ing especially easy on the eyes and
holding in interest.
K. S. F.
The iridescent colors seen on a
thin film of oi is due to certain
phenomoena which result from the
mutual action of the rays of light
on one another.

'Good breeding," said Mark
Twain, "consists of concealing how
much we think of ourselves and how
little we think of the other person."
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the veterans of Brunswick and
Posts in nearby cities. State Com
mander Charles O. Weeman will be
the guest speaker. All veterans
are invited to attend.
• • • •
Commander Brickley orders all
members to report at the V. F. W.
hall tonight to parade to the Com
munity Building with the members
of the Legion to attend the dance
given as a benefit to raise funds
for the C.A.C. mess fund.
All
members and ex-service men in
Rockland's new Homo Defence
Corps are also asked to parade in
this drive for the bewfit of tne
240th and to report to the V F W.
hall on Water street.

When Rockland Whaled Brunswick

Rockland High Submerges
Brunswickians In Com
munity Park Blitzkrieg.
With Second-Stringers In

SPRUCE HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. John- Dodge re
turned Saturday to Newton High
lands. Mass., after spending the
Summer at their Spruce Head
Island cottage.
Miss Virginia Drinkwater of
Rockland was overnight guest
Thursday of her mother Mrs. L. C.
Elwell.
'
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained
at cards Thursday night, high
score going to Miss Ethel Holbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell and
daughter Carol of Rockland spent
the weekend on Hewett's Island,
with Mr. Elwell's father, L. C. Elwel.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Alltn and
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell motored
In the near future, a banquet Is
Sunday to Medway, visiting Mrs.
to be held in the V. F. W. hall for
Elwell's sister. Mrs. Laura Reynolds.
the members of the new Defense
Mrs. Alice Allard entertained at
_
... .
..
Corps. There will be able speaka card party recently, honors going
“
ers to outline the National Defense
to Miss Ethel Holbrook.
Late
for Maine, as passed by the Senate luncheon was served.
Defense Commission; also various
Mrs. Lucy Wall spent Sunday
officers of the Veterans’ organiza
with her daughter. Mrs. Cleve'anc'
tions in Maine.
Harvey in Rockland.
Lavon B. Godfrey returned Mon
Huntley Hill Post will meet Oct.
4. Commander Brickley asks all day to North Haven, after spend
members to present to make fur ing the weekend at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamert Corbett of
ther plans for the Home Defense
Corps and to give the comrades a Orono spent the weekend at their
report on the Home Building fund, j cottage.
Don’t miss this meeting comrades,
make it a 100 percent attendance. I The government of Bolivia Is
I strengthening its control over
Ezra Savage of Warren and Earl prices.
McWilliams of Rockland have re- j
------------------joined the Post. Mike Roman will ’ Nickel coins are made of 75 perbe taken in next meeting as a new I cent copper and 25 percent nickel,
member. The Post now has a i the latter metal giving them their
membership of paid in full of over hardness and dominating their ap
75 members.
pearance.

(By Art Flanagan)
Rockland High poured it on in ■
every department of the game as 1
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
they completely outclassed the
The Rockland Home Defense
Brunswick High eleven 47 to 0 Sat
Corps was organized last Thursday
urday.
| night, when 41 ex-service men vol
unteered their services.
The game was a rout from start
Comrade Hamlin explained the
to finish. Rockland took the oper
duties which would come in case of
ing kick-off to their own 45-yard
an emergency. Mayor Veazie gave a
line, and with two off tackle
wonderful talk and offered the sup
smashes Boardman carried the pig
port and co-operation of the city, as
did Alderman William J. Sullivan.
skin for two first downs on the
“ ,
.. j
.i
RegU-ald Henderson and Ted
Brunswick 30. They then pulled a
SylveAta r. former Sergeants in the
reverse around their own left end
240th were appointed as drill mas
with Chaples running behind beau
ters to 'Rive the corps the latest !n
tiful blocking by S;orer who
army dill movements. Thursday
knocked the defensive end off his
night at ihe V F. W. hall the first
feet, he was able to get the ball to
drill will take place, and a nonBrunswick's 4-vird line.
From
commissio aed officers school will be
there it was taken over by Boardheld to sel.K t officers for the Corps
man for the first score before the
AU ex-servi.'x' men are asked to re
game was hardlv three minutes
port at this meeting and join for
old. Surefool Bud Sm’.ll whos
Note the pigskin high over the future service- to the city and coun
Snapped
by
Sid
Cullen
during
the
Rockland-Brunswick
football
game
Saturday.
drop kicking is hotter than a blush
ty There ere In Rockland end
players' heads.
of shame converted the point after, |
surrounding t owns men who have
making the scoie 7 to 0 Rockland. ~~~~~~~~
~~~
served in the Coast Guard and Na
Brunswick then took the kick off
SIMONTON
WEST ROCKPORT
tional Guard who are asked to
for the offensive but could not "1111 VUI vWlUICI S
Albert Pease Jr. of Rockland was join, also all World War veterans,
The Paige family of Lynn, Mass.,
move an inch as the vastly im- j
were at their Mirror Lake cottage a crt.er Sunday at the home of Mr and Spanish War Veterans. The
proved line of Rockland consist
and Mrs. Sydney Annis. his aunt and time is 7.30 p. m. •
How They Are Faring At for the weekend.
ing of Cates. Pietroskl. Page. Me- (
Mrs. J. F. Heald and Mrs. R. J, uncle. Mr Pease has Just recently
Ft.
McKinley
As
Told
By
Conchie. Elmer Small. Cummings
Mrs W H Tolman of Glen enlisted in the United States Army.
Sunday Oct. 6 there is to be
Our Staff Correspondent Heald.
and Call went in. over, and around
Cove and Mrs. Etta Feinald of and was home for the weekend.
meeting of special importance to
to stop the Brunswick backs before
Camden with Douglas Bisbee Jr. of
Mrs. Gecrge Morton and daughter
they got started. In fact so well Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Here we are for a rainy day- Rockland at the wheel motored to Donna have been spending a week
did they do thus that Brunsv ick's
Bangor Thursday where they at- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
total yardage for the first half was wonder what Ex-Sergeants Hen tended the State W.C.T U. conven- ’ Collins in West Rockport,
derson
and
Robinson
are
thinking
—17. To top off this beautiful
tlon.
! Mrs. Everett Jameson is confined
display of line play Mike Mc- about today, also the radio listen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leman
Oxton
at: to her home by illness and Miss
ers
at
Maynard
Wentworths
John
Conchie broke through and blocked
three of Brunswick's punts, two of 1 Wilson & Co We have a few tended the Legion Convention in Jane Milliken of Camden is eraBoston a part of last week
j ployed as housekeeper for her temwhich were converted Into touch- ' mules here.
Mrs. M. A. Pogler will entertain porarily.
Donald Rossnagle has been apdowns.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Harriman and
The Rockland blocking and tack- I pointed orderly to the captain. No the Mission Circle Thursday aftfamily of Lewiston were guests
ling continued to be spectacular as outside drills today, and a fire was ernoon at her home.
Sunday of Mrs. Sarah Marcello.
they proceeded to roll up the score. built in the boiler. Believe me, it
John Laine of Littleton. N. H.,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brann and
was
sure
in
order.
Chaples got off again on a reverse
joined his family for the weekend
A plan is under way to get a bil- and visited his parents. Mr. and family were guests Sunday of Mr.
play behind the same ferocious
blocking to romp 45 yards for a hard table, and we are planning Mrs Ou6tav Laine Mt pleasant and Mrs. Harold Buzzell.
Miss Catherine Simonton, a stu
on a radio tor the recreation rooms. I ,lreet
touchdown.
Mrs.
Ormond of Jefferson dent nurse at Knox Hospital, is
Another time it was Chaples as soon as we get the rooms arspending two weeks' vacation at the
who did the leading role as he ranged The plumbers have been ' was a caller at R j Heald s Tues.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
working
on
the
heating
systems.
day
threw a beautiful body block to per
Believe me. it is some lonesome I
Boys
Olrls. 4_H cklbs R J. Simonton.
mit Boardman to run back a punt
Mrs. Chesley Cripps, who has had
50 yards. It is playing such as on an is.and. without being able I hejd their local contest last Monday
employment
at Libby's Pharmacy
to
go
ashore.
"Papa"
Hoyt
has
his
this that wins ball games. Every
at the Grange Hall with the Cam
man for Rockland did his job and troubles with his problem child den and Simonton clubs as guests. in Camden this Summer, will end
did it well including the subs of Vaughn. Wonder what Helen and An interesting program was pre her Julies there this week.
Miss Roberta Holbrook was a
whom all saw service. George Ellis Edward are thinking of? I could sented by each with Prin. George
weekend
guest of Miss Catherine
surely
use
an
order
of
ham
ant?
reserve end caught two touchdown
Cunningham of Rockport High
Simontcn.
eggs as served by them I'll bet 1
spealter
passes from Bud Small.
Mrs. Ralph Morton and son Ken
Coach Matheson played his sec Ann was glad to get rid of the
neth,
Mrs. Howard Simonton and
K
P.'s.
ond team over half of the game
daughter Sara and Mrs. Raymond
Henry Simmons, as company car DEER ISLE
as the boys will journey to Skow
Charlie Dodge of Brooksville Simonton were in Rockland Friday
hegan this coming Saturday for penter. is always busy. Just now
called
on his uncle George M. afternoon and called on Mrs. Arthur
he
is
working
on
a
set
of
new
lock

one of the stillest encounters of
SEPT. 30 - OCT. 5
Crockett and infant daughter at
the season. Saturday Skowhegan ers for the overcoats, and he also Dodge Thursday.
Kox
Hospital.
The
Harold
Freedmans
have
scuttled a good Hallowell team 33 j has an order for a home for But
Mrs. Ernest Douglas of West
to 0. So you can imagine that 1 tons. the mascot. Franklin Spin closed their cottage and returned
Rockport was guest Friday of Mrs.
Rockland will need everything they ney and Francis Small are waiters to New York Cfty.
WHITE HOUSE
Miss Alice Southworth. Miss Harriet Morton.
have for this game. The summary: on permanent duty, and "Guinsey"
Mrs. Donald Simonton and son
Rockland
Brunswick Young has been appointed company Anna B. Jenks and Miss Doris
Swett have closed "Sea Wall" and Gary spent Friday and Saturday at.
plumber.
Cates. Ellis. Ames, le ................
We go on guard Saturday, so no returned to Southern Pines. N. C. the home cf her parents. Mr. arid
.........................le. Flaig. Porten
Dr. Thomas Southworth who has Mrs Edward Blackington in Rock
Page. Silvestre. McRae, t .. t, Grevis one goes home. We cannot tell
1 LB
been
spending the Summer at Sal land.
the
next
move.
The
question
now
ECONOMY
Cummings. Snow. Call, g ..........
mon
Point
returned
to
New
York
PKG
Farm Bureau Meeting
................... g. White, Galaneau is, 'Where do we go from here?"
Battery F was put on prison City Wednesday.
Call, Smith, c.....................c. Davis
The Farm Bureau meeting held
guard today, relieving Battery E, Srott-Tieri
Small. Kalloch, Galiano. rg .....
Thursday under the direction of
............ rg. Purrington, Tumais which had a rookie guard on. The
Walter E Scott. Jr., and Miss County Agent Ralph Wentworth
McConchie. Dowling, t .....t. Storer Sunday boat leaves from the Maine Concetta Ttcri were married at and Miss Esther Dunham. Home
State pier at 8 40 a. m„ the only noon in city hall In New York Demonstration Agent was mainly
Pietroski. Mazzeo. e ................ „
NATION-WIDE CODFISH CAKES 2 cans 23c
................ e, Bartlett, Pavereau morning beat.
Sept. 21. The single ring service for the purpose of soliciting mem
J. Storer. A. Storer, qb..............
was used. They were attended by bers for the coming year. A num
NATION-WIDE bakVd BEANS
2 CANS 25c
............................... qb. Beaudoin
Just a line to let you know we Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cobb of Au ber of prospective members were se
Chaples. lh .................. lh Baldwin are still kicking on "Little Alcatraz" burn. and Mr and Mrs. Joseph cured and all look forward to an
Small. Allen, rh . rh. Hay. Emmons There were several special trips to Mijore of New York city. The other very successful year.
Boardman, fb................. fb. Eames day but very few visitors. There bride wore a dress of wine color
NATION-WIDE BAKING POWDER
«“15c
Following the meeting the crowd
Referee.
McDonaugh.
Maine. are quite a few boats over from with a corsage of pink roses.
played several games of beano.
Umpire. Hinds. Head linesman. Mc Portland and I am sending the
Mr Scott is the son of Capt. and
Those present from outside the
Leod. Time, four 12's.
schedules so that the folks can see
community were County Agent
SIOKELY'S
QUAKER
what time to leave Portland. It in charge of the detail. Leland Ralph Wentworth of Hope. Home
5 LB
DICED CARROTS
2 CANS 23c
CORN MEAL
the folks are wondering what to Proctor is added to the firemen Demonstration Agent Miss Esther
BAG 2h
send their boys tell them that jig from Battery' F. Sergeants Day. In- Dunham of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
STOKELY'S S.ct.on.
1UCKEYE
Frank Gregory, our most, popu saw puzzles are in demand and gerson and McLain were home over Harold Nash, Mr. and Mis. Cecil
2 CANS 25c
GRAPEFRUIT
lar carrier, who Is convalescing at can be used by the boys Magazines the weekend, also private Frederick Morton and family, and Harry Wol
ROLLED OATS
25c
his home celebrated his 60th birth are also acceptable. We have a Favereau all of Battery E.
cott of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
STOKELY'S-Halv.. or Sliced
day last Sunday, with an avalanche fire truck driver in Battery F.
I am sorry but under my new ap Priest, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Erick of cards ^and best wishes from his Merrill Clark is in charge of that. pointment I am not quite able to I s®11- Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clough
PKG f 5c
GRAPE-NUTS
3 CANS 25c
PEACHES
fellow
employes, friends
and I have landed a chauffeurs job get all the fine points of the camp. ' and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shibles of
KELLOGG'S
neighbors. We all wish Frank a along with Freddie Favreau taking Fred and I have our beds in the Rockport.
STOKELY’S Sliced 01 Crushed
no m
complete recovery and a speedy the mails and passengers to the station here which by the way
I
PKGS |9c
SHREDDED
WHEAT
PINEAPPLE
CAN 23c
boats and return. Reginald Hen houses the pumping plant for the Mrs. Walter E. Scott of Deer Isle
one.
• • • •
derson hasn't anything on me as water supply of the Fort. We have He attended the Junior High
The question of the result-citing a letter carrier and you should a large gasoline motor and two School in Noroton. Conn., and was
qualities of items in The Courier- see Freddie climb up the bridge. electric motors that can be used graduated from Deer isle High
LARGE
NATION-WIDE WHEAT CEREAL
PKG 15c
Gazette seems to be definitely set Ralph Thompson is guard on the in an emergency to pump from School class of 1031. He is in the
tled with *?ie appearance of steam- boat. The folks home will remem three wells near the station. This employ of Mrs. Edward J. Foselheat in the Federal Building dur ber Tommy.
gasoline pump has to be tested man of New York and Deer Isle
«£ 19c
WHOLE GREEN PEAS
The 8th Coast is leaving for once a week. I have been fortu
ing the afternoon before our com
Mrs. Scott is the daughter of
Panama
Monday.
As
yet
we
do
plaint of its absence appeared in
nate to obtain a fine book on anti Mrs. Carmela Pizzitola. of Amston
not know when 250 or more will aircraft artillery 2d class gunners Conn. She is a graduate of Bacon
these columns.
• • • •
be added to our list. Ralph Smalley and expert gunners of all units. Academy, Colchester, Conn., and is
OWL'S HEAD-CUT WAX
The committees at work on Na known as "Happy" to us all. and These books are hard to obtain at present a junior in Columbia
Sunshine
2 can’s 19c
BEANS
tional Letttr Wilting Week report a former supply sergeant, is a civil and are quite expensive. I have University. New York City where
excellent progress and a very grati ian Steward at the Non-Arms Club. met quite a number of the reglars she is preparing for social service
SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER*
N A MCO—Fancy
fying response on the part of all
I had a fine letter from our mas and they are fine fellows.
work. They will make their home
the business houses and citizens of cot. Neil Libby. Gee! But do we
20148-667
CRABMEAT
CAN 23c
in New York City.
COO-aW
Rockland who have been asked for miss Neil, his cherry smile and ac
support. Despite laments that let tive work in the G.P.F. Club No.
FANCY
ter writing has declined as an art, 155 will never be forgotten. Neil
RED SALMON
CRACKERS - iVAo
CAN 25c
the letter is still the most personal adds that the armory looks lone
and important means of communi some and he misses the boys. They
cation, today. Radio, telephone, all miss you Neil and we are look
! OZ
and telegraph all offer speed and ing forward to seeing you soon.
THREE CROW VANILLA pure
BOT 25c
business-like effiiciency so neces Wonder what Captain Robinson
sary in the hurrying world of today, and Lieutenant Henderson are do
OZ
but nothing restores so much the ing. I drove a Guard truck 47
THREE CROW SPICES ASSORTED
CANS 25c
nearly vanished graciousness of a miles Saturday night around little
more mannerly age as does a let Alcatraz Island. Believe me they
ter.
Even if typewritten, your have fog here. We have been fed
Summer is fast becoming just another mem
phrasing and flow of ideas give it very well but miss Helen's and
STOP THAT
COUGH
LGE I OZ
COUGH WITH TROUTMAN'S SYRUP
a personal touch beyond any other Edward's cherry smile; also some
BOTTLE 33c
ory. But Winter will soon be a cold, shivery
means you may choose of express of the fine ham and eggs.
reality. Instead of the sun, you'll need the
We have an estate car here, a
ing yourself.
1 LB
49c
CRISCO FOR BEST RESULTS
steel body station wagon, two fed
CAN I8c ■
warmth of D&H Anthracite, a quality coal,
erate and a Dodge truck and are
I working on an ambulance car. All
to keep your home and family cozy and com
PILLSBURY BEST FLOUR
23c
1 the machines here have seen servfortable. Why not get ready for cold weather
: ice, some around 70,000 miles.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
We have a warrant officer over
now by ordering your supply today?
NEW SEWERS LAID
GUARD DOG FOOD
I our detail, the quartermaster's
CANS 23c
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
1 Corps. Benifaco Sotomayer — a
PLUGGED
CALL 487
j rather odd name but a fine gentle
SEPTIC TANKS Si CESSPOOLS man he does not rate a salute, but
AND CEMENT WORK
is addressed as Mister Sotomayer.
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
! A warrant officer is between a serROCKLAND ME.
! gant major and 2d Lieutenant.
Captain Mansfield is here but not
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME. I as transportation officer. Lieut.
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
1 Lawrence formerly drum major, is

U/ji-L Our

• • V* •

4

COFFEE

23c

— and you'll have proven
that at NATION WIDE, you
get complete satisfaction in
the consistently courteous
service and fine quality foods I

At Our Post Office

And just to show you,

we’ll try one on a

Pumpkin Head.
That's how becoming these Fall
hats arc . . . that even on a
pumpkin head, they're as festive,

gay and as happy as Halloween.
Any way you look at them.

Any way you turn your head
you'll see hats in this stock that

will turn your head away from
that one you’re wearing.
Color? Whew ... we tried to

make a list but ran off the bot
tom of the sheet in the type

writer.

FALL HATS

$1.95 to $6.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

l(U

KRISPY ...

5^^

isO;

NOW IS THE TIME!

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

S. E. EATON

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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chairman; Mrs. J. L. Jenkins, Mrs.
Herbert Hall. Mrs. B. J. Pliiltorook.
Mrs. H. H. Brown, Mrs. O. E. Davies,
Famous Magazine Com
Universalists Open Their Mrs. E. C. Boody. Mrs. E. C. Paypanion
To Thousands—
son.
Mrs.
Alfred
Church.
Mrs.
I..
A
Season Oct. 23—Mrs. S.
Post, Mrs. F. S. Collamore. Miss
Appeals
To All Ages
W. Gregory President— Margaret Stahl. Mrs. Ralph Lor
Hundreds
of
thousands of boys
ing. Mrs. E. W Peaslee. Mrs. Ruth
The Housekeepers
Oct 3 Waldoboro
Parent-Teacher
Spear, Mrs* Florence Pike, Mrs and young men read The American
Ass n meets at Feyler Corner schoolThe circle supper season at the Ralph Caldcrwood, Miss Anna B°y Magazine every month and conhouse.
, sider it more as a living companion
Oct. 5 -Competitive examinations for
Universalist Church begins Oct. 23. Donahue.
West Point or Annapolis. In this city.
chair'than
a magazine.
AprU
2
—
Mrs.
Ella
Bird
The president, Mrs. Seabrock W.
Oct. 6 12—Business Women's Week
man; Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Miss Fran- \
as ml:ch a buddy to me as
Oct 9—Quarterly meeting of Lin
Gregory
announces
appointment
of
coln Baptist Ass n at Morrill Baptist
-cs Quint. Mrs. G W Palmer Mis' lnv neighborhood chum,'' writes one
Church.
the following housekeepers for«the
Oct. 10—County Teachers' Conven
Adelaide Holmes. Mrs. A E Orff ’’<-h schocl senlor ',The American
season:
tion
Mrs Fred True, Miss Gladys '
'cen“
understand a boy'.
Oct 12—Columbus Day
Oct. 22-Mrs. F C. Cunningham,
Blethen, Miss Margaret Nutt. Mrs [ Pr°blems and considers them in
Oct 16—Draft registration day.
chairman; Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs. J S. Gardner. Mrs. H J Welsman l8Uch a sympathetic and helpful way.
Oct 19 — Waldoboro
County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
Fird Gould, Mrs. W. R. Stewart,
Mrs. Harold Marshall. Mrs. Harvv B 8‘vfs advice and entertaining
torium.
Mrs. Maud Staples. Mrs. Nellie Levensaler, Mrs Henrv Clukev, Miss 1 readin8 on every subject In which a
Oct 23—Annual fair at Goodwill
Orange
Bird.
Mrs.
Ambrose
Mills,
Mrs
S.
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
Margaret Robinson. Mrs. A H ! >oun8 fellow 15 interested. It is
F. Copeland, Mrs. C. E. Daniels.
annual meeting at Community Build
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton is back in
j particularly helpful in sports. I
Adolphsen. Miss Ethel Payson.
lng. Rockland.
Mrs.
L.
S.
Davis.
Mrs.
Walter
Dimmade cur school basketball team beOct. 23-25 — Portland—State Teach his office following an absence of |
April
16
—
Ralph
Loring,
____
chairi'-k. Mrs. M. B. Perry, Mrs. George man; L. A. Walker. W H Spear. cause of Playll?8 llPS I read ln The
ers' Convention.
several weeks.
Oct. 31- Halloween.
Stewart, Miss Maud Pratt, Mrs
Lester Sherman. Alfred Church. A Amcrifat> Boy
Artis Pease, Mrs. I. F. Brackett,
Oliver Hamlin, founder of the
F Russell. E O B Gonia Dr B E ! Many famous athletes in all sports
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Bird of Dor
Miss
Therese
Smith,
Mrs.
J.
E.
Flanders. Dr C F French Fred |crcdlt much
thelr succe« w helPchester, Mass., have closed their Home Defense Corps, is having his
Diamond.
Gould. E C. Payson. G I, St Clair ful ‘Westions received from sports
cottage Birds Bluff at Ash Point annual vacation.
Nov. 6—Mrs. E. F. Berry, chair O. B. Lovejoy. H E. Comins. A R i PrUcle's rarrled
American
for the season.
man; Miss Harriet Palmlee, Mrs. Marsh. Charles T. Smalley, Almon I”05' Ma«arine. Virtually every issue
Capt. and Mrs. John Bemet had
A.
B.
Cooper,
Mrs.
E.
B.
Sleeper,
been married 49 years yesterday.
Biid. Dr. John Smith Lowe. Ivy F I °ffcrs adviM from a Umoua c0ftch
Stuart MacAlnian of the Fleet
Mrs. Philip Thomas, Mrs. E. E.
The genial alderman acknowledged
cr player.
Football, basketball,
Marine Force goes Oct. 8 to Guan
Stoddard. Mrs. R. L. Smith. Mrs. Brackett
track, tennis, in fact every major
congratulations down-town yester
May
12
—
Parish
Supper,
Officers.
tanamo Bay, Cuba. Before sailing day.
Lester Sherman, Mrs. J. F. Burgess,
sport is covered in fiction and fact
he will complete examinations for
Mrs. J. B. Robinson, Miss Jane
articles.
petty officer, 3d class.
Trus9ell, Miss Lillian Nash, Mrs.
The correspondent who wrote to
Teachers, librarians, parents and
A. F. Russell, Mrs. Charles Scho
The Courier- Gazette from Haddon
leaders of boys' clubs also recomGeorge E. Moody of this city sold field. N. J., was wrong. The recipi
kind
friends
of
the
Knox
field. Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin, Miss . Many
,
, mend The American Bov enthusiasland and buildings in Warren to ent of the post card can guess the
a
Lucy Rhodes, Miss Annie Frost, Mrs. Academy of Arts and Science, who tically T,)CJ. have fQund thgt
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williamson of writer's name.
Wilbur Cross. Mrs. John Newman. w L*. i to see ours, the largest collec- generai ruje regular readers of The
Warren.
Business was through
Nov. 20—Mrs. L. A. Walker, chair tlon here in the State of Maine, American Boy advance more rapidly
Judge Harry Wilbur law office.
Citizenship
Status
Of
the
These Records May Be
man; Mrs. G. L. St. Calr, Mrs. E. rocks and minerals, fossils. Indian and <jevciOp more worthwhile charCapt. Rcbert A Snow and Walter
Winslow-Holbrook Past. A. L..
E. Weeks are back from a motor
relics, meunted birds, birds' eggs acteristics than do boys who do not
Woman Is Here Officially , W. Berry, Mrs J. Fred Knight, and
Heard At Maine Music
met Thursday night. A fine turnout
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Ralladeo-Feylrr At Rockland Sept Webb Memorial Album of favorite j P°rtant Informal (no uniforms re- Impressions of London." It was a Robert Russell. Dr. H. J. Wet'«nan.
28. Evanlato S Ballade , and Edith M
H. E. Jackson. Donald Leach. AlVisit Lucien K Green Sc Son for Feyler. both of Rockland.—By E R sings that he swings. Included in I duired’ meeting to discuss plans , most interesting talk, humorous at
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Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Castncr—At Warren. Sept. 30. Ches never be forgotten. Through out ’
ter I, Castner. aged 72 years. 3 months.
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22 days. Funeral at 2 o'clock Thurs the jazz world, people will always ,
TEL WALDOBORO 100
without catching the material, place Pearl Borgerson. Mrs. E. F Glover,
day at the late home. (Please omit remeber him as he was in his glpry
flowers )
Mrs. W. H. Spear, Mrs. Karl
a thimble on the end.
—
beating
his
drums.
He
was
a
Vannah At Damariscotta. Sept 30.
SHOW TIMES
O'Brien, Mrs. P. R. Damon, Mrs.
William A Vannah. aged 79 years. 9 sober fellow who rarely smiled
Single Evening Show at 8
months 13 days Funeral Wednesday
'Democracy inevitably tends to Leonard Campbell, Mrs. Isabelle
at 2 o'clock In Methodist church at when on the stage but he was ' Matinees; Sat., 2.30; Sun., 3.00.
Winslow Mills.
put human rights rst and property Tyler.
an A-l friend to all who knew him 1
Burketl At Rockland. Sept 29. Mary
March 19- Mrs. L. F. Chase,
rights
second.”
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OUT.
1
F Burkett. aRed 74 years. 1 month, 10 and many who dldn t. This album
days Funeral Tuesday. 2 pm. from of his recordings is a fine tribute j
GEORGE BRENT
Russell funeral home
Interment in
to an extra fine man.
Achorn cemetery
VIRGINIA BRUCE
Bir.g Crosby's Album of Favo- ;
A. F. A A. M.
BRENDA MARSHALL
CARD OF THANKS
rite Hawaiian Songs is gay and
MEETING
I wish to thank my many friends for
in
happy
as
the
Hawaiian
people
the gifts, cards and personal kind
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2
nesses which I have received from themselves. Included in his selcc- I
Master of Ceremonies
“
THE
MAN
WHO
them during my Illness
AT 7.30 P. M.
tlon for this album are: "South
Mrs Mildred Holmes
TALKED
TOO
MUCH
”
Rockport.
*
BABE SUTHERLAND
Sea Island Magic;" "Sweet Leilani;"
In THOMASTON
"Palace In Paradise;" "To You, 1
Also the outstanding
CARD OF THANKS
and Accompanist
Sweetheart. Aloha;” "Sail Along j
Technicolor Featurette
We wish to express our deep appre
ciation for the many kindnesses Sil'vry Moon;" and “Sweet Hawai- J
Fresh Irnm a Successful Season at Old Orchard
"PONY EXPRESS DAYS”
shown our loved one by neighbors lan Chimes. " This is an album
and friends and the Dorcas Circle dur
DANCING
| lng her last Illness, We also thank of songs which everyone will enjoy.
Entertaining
WED.-THURS., OUT. 2-j
Exciting
Different
I all for their thoughtful acts at the
All of the records noted above I
time of our bereavement, and those
Every Wed.
MADELEINE CARROLL
are Decca products
1 who sent the lovely flowers.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. JR.
| Wesley E Spear, Forrest Spear and
AT
, family
Tl'LLlO UARMINATI
Rummage sale Saturday at 409
Warren.
■
GLEN
in
Main St.. Chase block, auspices St.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
COVE
CARD OF THANKS
Peter's Church Auxiliary.—adv.
“SAFARI”
118-120
I wish to thank my neighbors and
Music By
118-119
friends for the imany cards I received
also
on my birthday and for the lovely
“Crime Does Not Pay" Subject
baskets of fruit and candy, plants and
HAL’S RHYTHM AIRES flowers, especially to the Post Office
“SOAK THE OLD”
employes and Farnham Class of the

TALK OF THE TOWN

'/jrutuu?

WHEN YOU BUY WOOD
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I have had seyeral complaints
from the citizens of Rockland who
have bought fitted wood of dealers
from out of town. They say they
are buying the wood cheap, but
are getting short measure.
If when buying wood you will
get a delivery slip, signed by the
man selling the wood, andi stating
the number of feet you are sup
posed to have, I will then have a
chance to protect you.
Get the dealer's name and ad
dress and registration number of
his truck.
E. U. Chaples,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
15 Grace street, Rockland.

American Boy

Circle Suppers

High School Cheer Leaders

Knox Arboretum

Recordings In Review

News

Loca|

Married To Alien

SPECIAL OFFER

FREE

100 WATT BULB

THE THORNDIKE
HOTEL

k

H.H.CR1E&C0.

We Are Distinctly Proud
of These
ATLANTIC RANGES

WALDO THEATRE

AURORA LODGE

RAINBOW ROOM ATTRACTION

THORNDIKE HOTEL

97Ttf

Clothes Repairing Done

PROMPTLY AND PROPERLY

WALKER’S TAILOR SHOP

427 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1317-M
FUR WORK, ALTERATIONS
REPAIRS

Littlefield Memorial Church, and for
all other kindnesses rendered mo dur
ing my recent Illness
Frank B. Gregory

Public card party at G A R. hall
Wednesday at 2 p. m., Oct. 2. Adm.
25 cents.
118-lt

INDIGESTION
may affect (he Heart

Oas trapped ln the stomach or gullet may act Ilka a
hair trl»rer on the heart. At the first sign of distress
smart men and women depend an Bell-an* Tahleu to
set gat free. No laxative but made of the feiteetactlng medicines known for acid Indigestion. If the
FIRST DOSK doesn't grave Bell ans better, return
bottle to ua and receive DOUBLE Money Beck. 25c.

FLOWERS ALWAYS

Read The Courier-Gazette

“CLICK"

Can you remember when
lovely Cut Flowers failed to

115^*118

stir a thrill In any woman’
"She” will respond to your
thoughtfulness, when you
tell us to send her Flowers.
Our prices make such
“thoughtfulness" easy, for

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
or 781-11
118-1U LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

IM, 781-1

119-tf

Coming;
“Young People.”
"Brigham Young,” "Foreign Cor.
respondent," “Kit Carson.”

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

The new Atlantic Ranges arc the best we have
been privileged to show in many years—and we arc
distinctly proud to have you see them.

FALL SHOWING OF

They possess all the virtues of a truly great
range.

CLOTHCRAFT CLOTHING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUITS, $23.50 to $26.50
OVERCOATS, $27.50 to $31.50

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

you.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
* CLAREMONT ST.
TEL, M2
ROCKLAND, ME.

M-U

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
118-119

Superb Efficiency.
Great Fuel Economy.
Genuine Beauty of Design.
All the New Finishes.
Reasonable In Price.
Liberal Allowance On Old Range.
Cash or Easy Terms.

TOPCOATS, $25.00 to $28.50

315-323 MAIN STREET.
118»tf

ROCKLAND. ME.
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In Fleet Street
A Short Thoroughfare
With a Long and Inter
esting History

WALDOBORO

Horses and Lime In Local Parade

ftft ftft
MRS. LOUISE MHO3B
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day

r

REPUBLICANS
IN CONGRESS
AID DEFENSE

Although censorship forbids the
naming of exact spots where bombs
Mrs. Annie D. Nutter of Monthave been falling on London in
the recent furious raids, news ville and Mr. and Mrs. Emery Nut
ter and two children of Thorndike
McNary and Martin Blocked
men’s guesses and hints point to were guests Monday of the Rev.
Adjournment Effort Before
some hits on famous Fleet Street, and Mrs. Harold Nutter.
Program Was Complete.
the British capitals “Avenue of
Mrs. Madelyn Porter who has
been seriously ill for many weeks
Words."
“The world’s greatest news cen is now steadily improving.
PREVENTED LONG DELAY
EXCELLENT VALUE
Mrs Earl Benner, Mrs. Harold I
ter, where history is today being
reported where it happens. Fleet Flanders. Miss Margaret Cuth- j
Smart, New
Street still distills a strong essence bertson and Miss Ha2el Wellman !
Two Leaders Paved Way
of the past," says a special bulletin have returned from a motor trip
For
Needed
Action
STAMPED
from the National Georgraphic So through the White Mountains.
Providing
Arms.
Rev.
Harold
Nutter
is
in
South
ciety.
COVERS
“It is less than half a mile long, Liberty today officiating at the fu
SCARFS
and
New Deal efforts again to force an
a continuation of the Strand from neral services of John Overlock.
adjournment
of
Congress
recall
to
old Temple Bar to Ludgate Circus
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Achorn have
SETS
mind that last June President Roose
(places familiar to thousands of returned from a visit in Providence, |
velt brought pressure to send the na
American travelers). Yet in the R. I., Worcester, Mass., and Clare
tional legislative body home. He de
shadow of ’newspaper row' with mont, N. H.
clared he could see no good reason
its giant office buildings, are dozens
Miss Florence Orff spent several
why Congress should not adjourn
of mellowed old houses and inns, days last week with friends in
"except for the no doubt laudable
linked with such assorted person Portland.
purpose
of making speeches."
ages of history and literature as
18x45"
Miss Winifred Knowles returned
This move was fought and blocked
Charles Dickens, Oliver Cromwell,
Monday to her home in Chelsea,
by House Republican Leader Joseph
SCARFS
Samuel Pepys. Nell Gwyn, Dryden, ’
W. Martin, Jr., and Senate Leader
Mass., after a visit with Mrs. Jes
39c each
Goldsmith and Izaak Walton. So
The Rockland A Rockport Lime Co.'s float in a notable Rockland parade. Perhaps somebody remembers the Charles L. McNary, now the Repub
sie Achorn.
much is Dr. Johnson's memory a I
occasion and the date.
lican nominee for Vice-President.
part of this section of London that | Mr. and Mrs Herbert Standish
covers
LA
With other Republicans in Congress
he is known as ’Fleet Street's were Sunday guests of Mr. and
NEW
STEERING
GEAR
they
believed
it
was
the
duty
of
Con

SOUTH HOPE
59c each
L
Mrs. Fred Reed in Nobleboro.
special deity.*
Mrs. Charles Whitten, son Don- gress to be on the job in such critical
n. m. c.
|
. • "k
.- ><
"In Wine Office Court, one of the ' Walter Hackey of Stockton
Mileage Between Adjustments
; aid and friend of Augusta called times.
EMBROIDERY
narrow, alley-like courts running Springs was a weekend guest of '
Three Times As Great As With
To the far-sighted statesmanship
ftftftft
on Mrs. W. C. Wellman recently.
off Fleet Street, is the popular I Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Fiench.
TWIST
i- ■
of these two Republican leaders now
Old Gears
Charles
Howard
was
a
visitor
in
AT
JIN
A
L
BTARJUfrr
_____
i Mrs. E W. Monkliouse of Port- can go much of the credit for the
tourist haunt, the Cheshire Cheese |
5c
skein
t
Correspondent
A new steering gear, considered land, who has been with her legislation setting in motion the long
Inn, famous for its pudding. Its Augusta Friday.
Mrs.
Helen
Marple
will
be
hos

ftft ftft
to represent major improvements brother, C. L. Dunbar and family delayed national defense machinery.
aroma, it is written, ‘has been
Take advantage of these lower-than-usual prices to turn
known on a windy day to reach as tess to the Susannah Wesley So
over former types of this unit used lor several weeks returned home Had Congress adjourned in June
stamped stylish ecru scarfs, "betwccn-meal" covers and fiveTel. «
ciety
Thursday
afternoon
at
her
when Mr. Roosevelt wanted to get
piece doily sets into attractive colorful pieces for your table.
far as the Stock Exchange.’
in standard automobile practice, Friday.
Specially designed for extremely simple and bold embroidery with
“Some of the names of Fleet I Main street home.
has been adopted for 1941 Buick Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris and rid of the legislators, there would
"Herbs"
will
be
the
program
sub|
the world-famous D. M C. Embroidery Twist that works up
Street buildings and near-by courts | Miss Katherine Duane. Mrs. Nel- |
Mr. and Mrs. George Keith and have been a further delay of months
ject for the October meeting Thurs models.
quickly.
>
In getting national defense prepara
recall men and events from Eng- 5 lie Tuck and Mrs. Lillian Budgen
By
drastically
reducing
the
eleson
of
Rutland.
Mass
.
were
overday night at the Warren Woman’s
land's past hundreds of years be of Quincy, Mass., were weekend Club with Mrs. Lawrence Phil- | ment of fatigue in driving, the new night guests at W W. Lermond’s tions going and the country would be
In a far more difficult situation.
fore Germany was united into a guests of Mrs. James A. Duane.
brook of Shelburne. N. H„ the Buick steering gear also is expect- and also dined at C. B Taylor's
For since that time Congress has
modern nation under Wilhelm I of } Mrs. Gladys Grant entertained at guest speaker. Hostesses will be Mrs. ed to greatly reduce the possibill- [ last week.
supper Saturday night in honor
enacted most of the legislation au-1
Prussia.
Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Hazel Star- ties of accidents due to driving Mrs Harvey Willis has been
“Goldsmith lived in Wine Office of the birthday of her mother. Mrs. rett. Mrs. Addie Vinal. Mrs. Helen fatigue. The new gear is know as visiting relatives in Massachusetts thorizing and appropriating money
for the war ships, tanks, guns, and
I.
P.
Bailey.
Guests
were
Mr.
and
Court, so called because there in
Advertisements In this column noi
Overlock. Mrs. Nettie Jameson, the ball bearing worm and nut i a few weeks.
airplanes which Mr. Roosevelt now
Pepys' time was located a customs Mrs. Crosby Waltz. Mrs. Nellie Mrs. Grace Campbell. Mrs. Jane type. The steering nut rides over
RECEIPT book for fraternal order
and Mry L L MUls_ Mrs boasts are "on order." In addition to exceed three lines Inserted once foi
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad lost Wednesday on Main St. Impor
Overlock
and
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Edna
Young.
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the worm, on a continuous stream w
ditional
lines
five
cents
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for
one
Andrews,
and
Mrs
Elizabeth
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lor matters of record
Finder
Lermond and Mrs. A L. Congress enacted the Conscription time. 10 rents for three times. Five
A party in honor of Mr. and
another old street branching off of
please PHONE 770
118*118
of steel balls.
inson.
| Esancy were in Warren Saturday Act and the bill authorizing the •mall words to s line
Mrs.
Russell
Hilton
was
given
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Fleet. Known as ‘Faytureslane’ in
HALF grown, part shag, maltese kit
“Use of a thread formed by a to attend the funeral of Henry W. President to mobilize the National
ten lo-t Return to ALBERT MUNRO
A rehearsal will be held Friday |
the 13th century, its name is de- , day night by Mr. and Mrs. Ken
said starrett. who was a resident of this Guard. It also passed the Alien
continuous
stream
of
balls,
”
47
Grace St , Tel 12S-W________ 118-lt
rived, according to one story, from neth Hilton at their Main street night at the stated meeting of Ivy Chief Engineer Chavne. "provides a place many yearj
Registration law and a bill taxing
SMAIJ. piece of red needlepoint
home.
Those
present
were
Mr.
Chapter. OES.
’Pewters.’ or idle people. Poppin’s ,
about 4 in wide. 3 ft. long, lost either
gear with a very high efficiency-, Mrs
McFarland of Cam.1 excess profits and liberalizing cer
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THRFE
room
furnished
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for
Garage. Rockland, or near Rockport
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David.
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and
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“How old is Fleet Street is still
Martin and McNary remain op power boat, fully equipped Ill health
family party arranged at the home is low and that means infrequent. Thursday
a controversial point. Some say Tait, Mrs. Warren Colwell. Mrs. of her daughter. Mrs. Clarence adjustments
posed to the adjournment of Con reason for sacrifice. TEL 906 W 91
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Hart,
accompanied
Tillson Ave , City______________ 118*120
it had no existence before the 12th Wayne Heald. the guest of honor, Spear, in honor of her birthday
gress because they believe the leg- .
"Our experience indicates that by her
Mrs
ELECTRIC motor for sale.
j h p.
century. In the 14th century’, at Mr. and Mrs. Hilton and the hosts, anniversary.
islators,
under
our
system
of
repre

Mrs. Kalloch re the least that can be expected is 1)f
union and Mr. and Mrs
220 volts. 3 phase. 60 cycles. HARRY I
any rate, there is a record of a ; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton. The ceived many nice gifts, and re that the mileage between adjust- pranz Simmons of
sentative, republican government, l.EVENSELER Tel 1176_______ 118*120
were
COOK wanted. SIS. New York, second,
prospeous baker having left to his young couple were presented with freshments were served. Guests ments will be three times as grea t)us|ness visitors in Lewiston last should stay on the job when there is
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combination
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one
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Milton Chapman of Bangor spent
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of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bird Ler- of it in Europe.
Ernest
Gray.
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McGuire,
DRY wood for sale, fitted Junks. I OUTBOARD motor wanted 8 or 9
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undercover
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.'___________________
118*120
Harold Drewett, and daughter.
ing. with the opening of the offices ■ Sunday night at the Baptist
of Maine, and Mrs. Daisy Foss of South Hope . Although of not rela- complete passage by the Senate of
SHOT
guns
and
rifles
bought
sold
GIRL wanted, for general housework.
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Labor
Relations
Act,
already
adopt

day. every important London daily piano and violins by Irville Mank
overnight guests Thursday of Ger through the press that the simi- j
113*131
SMALL farm wanted aultable for
except the London Times has and Harold Sprague. Mrs. Her daughter. Joyce. Mrs. Percy Ken trude Oliver.
larity of names was learned, thus ; ed by the House. This, they assert,
HAMPSHIRE ram lamb for sale. 5 chickeus. Buildings In good condition.
niston and three children, Allred,
would be a real contribution to eco , months old. weight about 75 pound* Price reasonable T J WrLI.fXMS.
the
call
was
made.
headquarters in the ’Street of Ink.' bert Mank sang a solo and a group
Mrs. John Stevens and Miss Beil
Alice, and Janet. Mrs. Mina Rines,
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________________________ 117*119 ■
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HOUSEHOLD
furnishings for sale at 1 ed lor light farm work. Must be good
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They
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been
the
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Mrs. Clarence Spear. The attrac Eda.
but not necessary. State wages.
latter a modernistic affair of black turned from attending the Na
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tively decorated birthday cake was
FOUR 1940 Farnsworth radios for sale, Write "C'' csre Courier-Gazette
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and
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Sherriff
of
|
three consecutive years. At Their attitude is that recovery and
glass and gleaming metal. A new tional Convention of Postmasters
________________________ 114*119
fullv
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9
tube
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made by Mrs. Helen Hilton.
Wallston. Mass., were recent guests tne Athens fair they were driven to national defense can wait until next $49 50 $59 95. 8-tUbe set <39 50; two
comer to the Street is the Press in Columbus. Ohio.
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table
sets,
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for
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95
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Sherriff
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Cap
’
,
year
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and
that
is
what
they
have
wanted
to hoard In my modem home.
The local 4-H contest and pro
Association-Reuter Building.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Steele and
a decisive victory in the sweep- ,
set for $14 50. Circulator OH Burner NELLIE F GROTTON. 138 Camden St .
been
saying
for
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for
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General
Electric
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"News-gathering agencies from ' sons. Robert and Paul visited rela- gram will open at 7.30 tonight and and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
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stakes horsepulling event, hauling
refrigerator. $75. only $55 Norge Dewill be held at Town hall.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met 18555 pounds 200 feet; second* win-I
all over the world, along with for j tives in Bristol Sunday.
, Luxe electric refrigerator, reg $179 95 I FURNITURE wanted to upholater.
Donald Melvin returned Sunday Wednesday with Mrs. Wilbur A. | ner, owned by Mr. Keene of Nor- ‘NO WAR’ IS WILLKIE
only $85
Handy electric washer and called for and delivered T J FLEM
eign and British magazines, con
Virgil J. Hinckley and Philip Ferwringer. <13 50
HAROLD COOMBS. ING. 19 Birch St , Tel 212-W. 107*112 tf
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|
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by
Ray
Thurston,
of
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flf words that go out from this guests of Mrs. Hinckley at Open guest the past week at the home of
PLEDGE TO NATION i FAT hog for Rale, or trade for 117-119
heifer;
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Eda Lawry. Mrs Laureston dover. 66'; feet. Archie Landry
‘Avenue of Words.’ to readers every I Gates.
also new milch cow and calf, boat I
Davis and Mrs. Lizzie Weaver as was the driver of Mr. Hart's team.
where. Before the present war,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Capen and Edmund Oxton.
Addressing an audience of his fel and dory boards ALDEN J. WALTZ.
MOST attractive newly decorated
one estimate had it that Fleet ■ mother, Mrs. Lizzie Capen and
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of sisted the hostess.
low townsmen at Rushville, Indiana, Waldoboro. Tel 18-22___________ 116 118 two-room,
bath spt to let Heat, lights.
Mr. and Mrs Bird Jameson at
MOTOROLA auto radio 80 cheap Lisle St TEL
Street sent the Western Hemis aunt. Mrs. Emma Poole returned Quincy’. Mass., closed for the Win
Because many of it members have Wendell Willkie made the following
1178____________ 118*120
for
quick
sale
D
L
KELSEY
165
No
phere alone more than 22.000.000 Saturday to Rockland. Mass, after ter last week, their cottage at tended the Legion Convention in enlisted in the Army, the Cambridge unequivocal declaration:
Main St , Tel 963 J. City._______ 117-119
SUNNY upstairR apartment of 4
Boston.
or
5
room
s,
l
ights
flush, fine nelgh|
passing
several
days
with
their
words a year. As world headlines
“I shall never lead the United
Golf Club has asked the town coun
Crescent Beach, and visited with
BABY coach for sale, full size, draft
TEL 1181-W
118 120
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hutchins cil of Cambridge, South Africa, .States into any European war.
; proof, navy with balloon tires; play I borhood
echo the roar of German bomb nephew. Arthur Chute.
Mrs. P. D. Starrett and other
large oak dresser, mahogany desk. ,
FURNISHED apt to let of 3 or 5
and Mrs. Lloyd Dimmons, who for financial aid in keeping it alive.
ing planes over London, such a
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of friends while in this section.
"I believe completely that the pen.
51 NO MAIN ST______________ 117*119 J rooms. DELIA YORK 111 Pleasant St
figures is undoubtedly far below the Portland have been recent visitors
United States should help Great
118-tf
PIOS for sale at City Farm $3 each; _ _____________________
Mrs. Alice Watts of Rockland was have been attending the World's
OFFICE to let
central location?
present rate.”
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Her overnight guest Saturday of Mrs. Fair in New York, have returned.
“America Is worth fighting for— Britain short of war, but when I say alao shoats at various prices.___115-1 f
118-tf
NEW milch heifer for sale at 473 steam heated TEL 133
bert Standish.
it is more than that; it is worth short of war, I mean SHORT OF
Robert Andrews.
' Old County Rd . CARL WILLIAMSON
HOUSE to let. hot water heat, lights?
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette dying for.”—Mary Roberts Rinehart. WAR.”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Rackliffe,
• Tel 645 M_____________________ 117*119 hath garage Ocean Ave Ingraham’s
NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
Commenting on the charge of THREE Jersey cows for sale; good HUI. MRS ORRIN SMITH, Tel 396-M
Mrs. Nellie Carroll of Rockland and
Mr. and Mrs. Westbra Wentworth
and
family
passed
the
weekend
at
Henry
A.
Wallace
that
the
Republi

milkers. CHARLES TAYLOR. Tenants ________ ______________________ 118-120
| Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reed of Noble
of East Union were callers at C.
116*118
FURNISHED heated apartment to
can Party is "the party of appease Harbor.
boro were Sunday callers at the the Thompson cottage on Thomplet at 14 MASONIC ST________ 117*119
W. Manks and also at Charlie
sons Point, Friendship.
PIANO accordion, for sale. 48 bast
ment,
”
Mr.
Willkie
said:
home of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
keys. $20 Just the thing for a be
LOWER tenament to let at 172
Kigle’s Friday.
"If appeasement means working 1 34
Guest speaker at the October
ginner
THEODORE SIILI. Box 56 North Main St
Furnace, rent rea
Welt.
Mrs. Alma Jameson and sister
Warren.
___________________
.
_____
116-118
sonable
Inquire D, G. CUMMINGS
out
compromises
with
dictators:
if
Mrs. Edith Leavitt of Sanford is meeting of the Men’s Forum Thurs
Tel 963-W____________________ 118-120
Mrs. Willis Moody attended the
Fall
Bargains
In
Real
Estate
Mr. Wallace intended to apply that
guest of her sister Mrs. Sarah Day. day night will be Wilbur Senter of
EIGHT-’ ;om house to let bath, fur
pictures in Waldoboro Saturday.
to the Republican Party, he was 100 8-ROOM house. 2 baths, furnace, nace;
Rockland, who will show movie
furnished or unfurnished; cor
garage. 1‘2 acres land. Buildings In ex
Charles Erickson has gone to
percent
wrong,
because
if
I
am
ner
Ocean Ave MRS BELLMORE In
cellent
repair,
was
$3500
now
$2500
reels of which he has several that
117*119
7-ROOM Cape Cod type house, stone graham Hill
Massachusetts where he has em GEORGES RIVER ROAD
elected
President
of
the
United
are most interesting. A 6 o’clock
electricity. 4 acres of land
THREE-room furnished apartment to
States there will be no appeasement • fireplace,
ployment with his brother for a
Charles Saarion will give a lec supper will be served.
long shore frontage, beautiful view of let Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11
with any dictator.
few weeks.
I harbor and Islands, was $4000 now JAMES ST
ture in the Church Thursday night
118-tf
Present at a pleasant family
"But if Wallace meant to say the $3000
Donald Kenniston was home at 7.30. He will tell about his ex- gathering Sunday at the Floyd
FdlRNlSHED home to let with all
SITUATED on No 1 Highway Col
Republican Party is the party of onial house of 12 rooms, good repair, modem conveniences, 7 attractive
over the weekend from Massachu ! periences in Finland during the Benner cottage at Forest Lake.
rooms, bath, cement cellar. 2-car ga
peace, then he spoke the truth, be electricity, barn. 80 acres land field, rage
setts where he is working in a Russo-Finnish war. The lecture is Friendship, were the following,
and furnace
Family moving
pasture and timber, well situated for '
cause
I
shall
never
lead
the
United
road side market, overnight guest* and away. Inquire at 98 SOUTH MAIN ST.
woolen mill.
i in Finnish. All are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon, Mr.
___
____________________________
118*118
oil
station,
was
$3500
now
$2775.
States into any European war.”
' MODERN house of 7 rooms, practic
and Mrs. Leroy Smith and daugh
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
ally new. with 2-car garage $3200
to let. suitable for couple; garage If
ter, Phyllis, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
SEVERAL other good buys $1200 up desired. C. A EMERY. Tel. 436 M
L. A THURSTON
Mathews and daughter, Joan, and
________________________________ 116- tf
Tel. 1159.
Rockland I
son, Leon, Lowell Moody Jr., and
HOUSE to let with garage Corner of
, ________________________________ 115-120
Union and Llmerock streets. TEL
Mrs. Inez Mathews of this town,
SIX-room house and garage for sale 35-J.___________________________ 116 118
on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water I
Mr, and Mrs. Hollis Merry of
heat. Price $1800
Can be paid for I MODERN tenement to let at 50'2
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
as rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or Summer St Tel 253-M. A C McLOON.
330 283 Main St._______________ 118 tf City.__________________________ 115-tf
Burke of Brighton, Mass., Mrs.
1940 W1LLYS Va-ton pick tip for sale 1 HOUSE to let at 375 Broadway. Flush
Helen Perry of Waldoboro, Floyd
equipped with heater and defroster toilet, electric lights In good condi
Benner, Bernard Benner and Sally
Will sell at a bargain. E O. PHIL tion. MRS E B SLEEPER. Tel. 36.
BROOK Ac SON. 632 Main St.. Tel _________________________________ 112 tf
Sprague of Waldoboro.
assert the principles of a limited 466-W City.
118-tf
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
federal government, because if this
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $150; land St. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock
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In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

WANTED

TO LET

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

WEDDING
Invitations
SO genuine engraved announce
ment! with envelopes to match

I.ove finds the Cisco Kid in “The Cay Caballero," thrilling serpen ad
venture from 20th Century-Fox. Handsome Cesar Romero again portrays
<). Henry’s colorful character and the lovely senorita with him is Sheila
Kvan. On the stage will be seen "Unde Ned's Radio Varieties Show" from
)YHDH radio station.

We have the largest and finest
■election oi genuine engraved
wedding Invitations and an
nouncements in town. You can
^ave from 25 to 50% BECAUSE
OTO PRICE INCLUDES THE COST
OF THE PLATE. Equally low
prices for at home cards, recep
tion cards. Informal! and visiting
cards.
See our complete display before
ordering.

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

111-tf
Sawed. $1 40: long, $1.30. M B Ac C O land St. __
PERRY. Tel 487.
118-tf
FURNISHED, heated room *4 week.
FOSS
HOUSE,
77
Park
St.,
Tel
330
8AIL boat for sale. 18'x6’, round
118 tf
bottom, center board, gaff-rlgged; new-;
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
119 8ummer St.. City____________ 69-tf
D Ac H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
$8 per ton, del Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
and
ton del. M. B Ac C. O. PERRY. *19
DEODORANT
Main St.. Tel. 487.
118-tf

Cole’s Magic Water

MISCELLANEOUS
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
trend is not stopped the people will lants,
tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
lose the powers that the Constitution bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron. Cal
cium. Phosphorus Get 35c size Ostrex
gave them. They will lose them today
First package satisfies or mak
to an all-powerful central govern er refunds low price Call, write C.
H
MOOR
& CO., and all other good
ment’’

drug stores. _________ _______ 118*132
WE buy. sell and trade used puns.

About 5400 telephone calsl are Good supply on hand. R E. NUTT
Shoe Store. 436 Main St.. City. 116-121
completed daily between New York
PERSON seen In my garden taking
vegetables, especially cabbages, please
Girls get more kick out of marriage than careers, claims author of and Philadelphia. Long distance return or pay me for same. MRS
117*119
story on which “I Want aDivorce,” Paramount’s new comedy-drama was telephone traffic between these STANLEY CUSHING.
based. Evidently Joan Blondell believes in the theory from the gusto with
which she’s letting Dick Powell (her husband in real life, too) have it in cities Is the heaviest in the United
Apples may not be taken into
this encounter from the picture.
Eire without government consent.
States.

Can be
Used
For

Sick Rooms
Bath Rooms
Kitchens
Garage Floors
Concrete Floors
Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes
Toilet Bowls
Lavatories
Garbage Pans

Takes all unpleasant odors away
Once Tried, Always Used
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Every-Other-Da?

A Musical Marvel

Roving Reporter

Moving Day at Clark Island

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

(Continued from Page One)
In the hope that I might again
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
MRS. OSCAR O. LANE
meet John Sandford, as I had
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; W1CC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart when a guest of the family at
Correspondent
ford; WEAN, Providence; W'LBZ, Bangor.
Shiloh many years ago, we went
I—
The first Advisory Council meet
The Orange will have a gradua
there again last Sunday, and
tion program Wednesday, and every ing in this Lions zone was held in
A new recipe book. Hazel Young’s i after each addition until sugar is though the place has a reputation
member who attends is requested Vinalhaven Thursday night, the
‘Better Meals for Less Money" just ] blended Beat until stiff. Combine
to bring a mystery package, con
published by Little, Brown seemed J egg yolk and egg white mixtures. for seclusion, the gateway chains
Grand
Army
rooms
being
the
taining an article to be worn by
to us packed with the soundest ad Fold in whipped cream and vanilla. were down, and we took our place
scene of festivities and the Vinal- ,
the lucky member.
vice on food as well as valuable for Serve cold.
[ among the groups c. people who
haven Lions Club the host to some I
its 148 menus and its 300 recipes. Spiced Crab Apples
Inspection of L. Carver Relief 15 Lions from the mainland.
were bound for the temple and the
Or. perhaps it's that we go along
Corps has been postponed to Oct. 2.
The adventurous spirits making
j Sunday services. Emblazoned in
Twenty-four
sound
ripe
crab
with Hazel Young in so many of
Housekeepers for supper are: Cora the trip received a good break in
her theories that the book seemed apples, 3 cups cider, 3 cups sugar, large letters upon the temple en
Peterson. Rebecca Arey, Della Sim the weather when the stiff breeze
unusually worth while even though 2 sticks cinnamon, 6 whole cloves, trance was a legend which read:
mers.
that had been blowing all day died
it's limited -to 151 pages and only 6 whole allspice. *4 teaspoon gin "The Truth.”
Eleanor Carver and Nancy Hobbs out about sundown and the voyage
ger, H teaspoon grated nutmeg, %
costs
11.75.
of Camden were recent guests of was made a great deal pleasanter
A young man of modest appear
cup lemon juice.
She insists food Is fun even
Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Ames.
thereby.
Wash crab apples and allow to ance, who seemed to be in charge
though for the last few years we remain whole. Boil cider, two cups of the situation approached us.
That old bugaboo of standard and
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Ziegler and
may have been so busy keeping of sugar, and the spices 10 min
To him I imparted the object of
son Dickie have motored back to daylight saving time again entered
track of calories and vitamins we
their heme in New Rochelle, N Y into the scheme of things when
utes. Add crab apples a few at my errand, telling him of my for
haven't really settled down to en a time and cook until soft but not mer association with Rev. Frank
having been recent guests at Sea the visitors arrived at 6 o’clock and
joy square meals. Now we re all broken. Remove to serving dish as W Sandford, and expressing the
it was still 5 o'clock in Vinalhaven,
Side cottage.
for the vitamins and
but
the
extra
time
was
,put
in
by
...... • minerals | s0Qn gs tcn(jer. a(j(j remaining cup simple desire to pay my respects
Mr and Mrs. Vcrnard Massman
and a reasonable reckoning with ! . „„„„„
of sugar and lemon Juice to syrup to his son.
and Mr. and Mrs. Osburn Calder- stretching
... their
... sea legs and takthe calories, but we do believe the and boil until thick. Strain and
wood have been enjoying an auton h,e,si®ht®' .
old Gay Nineties lusty apprecia- pour clear syrup over crab apples. Miles cl Sunflowers
6 o'clock (Vinalhaven time)
mobile trip to the White Mountains allAtrepaired
When the man returned it was
to the Grand Army !
I tion of food, tempered with a dash
and other points of interest.
with the statement that John
of modern sanity is beginning to Nut Waffles
rooms
where
one
of
those
famous
Miss Ruth Lyford has returned
dawn again. In a world crammed
One and % cups flour, 3 teaspoons Sandford was then busy with prep
from a visit with relatives in Rock Vinalhaven lobster dinners was
with woe and disaster why not get baking powder, 1 tablespoon sugar, arations for the morning service,
served by Chef A1 Miller, assisted
land.
as much fun as possible three 1 teaspoon Sterling salt, % cup but sent word asking us to remain
by Lionesses Frances Oilchrist and
Miss Bertha Dolham has returned
times a day from foods?
Doris
Arey.
chopped nuts. '4 cup cooking oil, through it, after which he would
to Roxbury Mass., having been the
be glad to talk with me.
It was during the progress of this
1 cup milk., 2 eggs.
There
are
ways
to
lick
the
food
]
guest of Mr and .Mrs. Prank Wins
It meant a prohibitive delay 11
meal that the unknown one-fing
Mix and sift the dry ingredients.
budget,
Hazel
Young
insists,
and
low.
ered entertainer was discovered
Beat oil into the egg yolks and we were to visit McNeil Brown at
|
proceeds
to
point
out
many
of
them
Marshall Drake and aunt Miss
and it came about in this manner.
such as tracking down the best then the milk. Combine the two the State Game Farm, and we re
Spillman have closed “The Break
Song leader O. V. Drew was try
buys
in food, always remembering mixtures and beat until smooth. gretfully passed up what I must
ers” and returned to Cincinnati, ing to wheedle, intimidate, or I
quality
must be considered, ob Fold in chopped pecans and beat regard as an exceptional oppor
Ohio.
force somebody to accompany the
serving
the weights and sizes of en egg whites. Pour % cup of tunity.
Ernest Norwood and son Seth Lions as they sung, by playing on
Continuing our Journey we passed
cans
and
packages, buying foods in batter on hot waffle iron. Bake
The
Clark
Island
Way
of
Moving
Norwood returned Friday from
a sign which read "Just-a-Mere
the piano which stood idly by, but
3 to 4 minutes.
season, etc.
Saddleback Light where they were
They have a handy way of doing for with the building went its equip- ’ ably in a state of surprise—providFarm;” we found the prevailing
everybody present disclaimed all
We like Hazel Young's ideas Clear “Ace" Chicken Aspic
marooned for several days, owing knowledge of piano, either past or thlngs down at John Meehan Az ment a 5*4 ton electric hoister, the ! ing inanimate objects are capable of
price of gas to be $1 fcr seven gal
about dramatizing simple foods . . .
to rough weather.
One tablespoon Knox Sparkling lons; we saw another sign: "White
present.
Fnally young Jimmy Son’s granite quarry at Clark Island ‘ one-ton turning gear, and a two- j surprise. These were placed on an- the scalloped codfish baked in In
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Gray have
ton air receiver, a separate car be- other flat car and placed on the new
Gelatine, t4 cup cold' water, 1 pint Feather Farm,” tenanted by a
Carswell who had accompanied his
dividual shells with a spot of pi- “Ace" chicken broth.
returned to Islesford, having spent dad on the trip and was sitting and it was nicely exemplified the ing required for these very neces- • site.
large flock of White Wyandottes
Mr. Gray's birthday with his alongside of him piped up to Lion other day when they transferred the sary articles.
I And then, like a well fitting hat, mien to; curry of shrimp in a rice
Soak gelatine In cold water for
And then we came to a stretch
mother, Mrs. Florence Spear.
When everything was in readiness! the hoisting building was let down ring; Creole Squash with chopped 5 minutes. Season broth with salt of valley land, where there seemed
Drew with: "Say. Mister, My Dad electric holster building from its
onion,
green
pepper,
tomatoes
and
Mrs. George Oeary and niece can play the piano. And pretty position near Qie cutting shed, to a for the transfer Supt. Hocking's crew ’ over it, the wire connections were
and pepper, heat and stir in gela to be literally miles of sunflowers.
Mrs. Edward Smith visited Rock good too.'' So amid the shouts of
moved the 10-ton Brown hoist into made,and the hoister was ready to bacon fat . . . colorful, flavorful and tine until dissolved. Pour into one We had arrived at the State Oame
new
location
close
to
the
front
of
not even a distant relative of plain large mold or individual ones which
land Monday.
position. It was the work of few 'take up old duties in a new stand,
Farm, and learned why so much
the Lions and all the encourage
Miss Elizabeth Oray, R. N., re ment In the world. Doc was in the quarry—a disance of 200 yards - seconds to hook onto the 20x24 feet1 The workmen whistled nonchal- palJ Summer squash with butter.
have been moistened with cold attention was devoted to sun
We
particularly
recommend
"Bet

turned Saturday to resume her duced to sit down on the -piano in five hours.
structure and lift it onto a flat car, antly, and went about their other
water. When cool, place in Ice flowers. But that story will have
work at Middlesex Hospital m New stool and do his stuff.
But that's only part of the story, leaving the inside equipment prob- duties as if nothing had happened ter Meals for Less Money" to bored box to become firm. Serve with to be told in another installment.
housekeepers on a budget, newly mayonnaise on crisp lettuce and
Jersey.
(To be continued)
His “stuff” consisted of some of
weds wanting to learn fast and to
Meredith Trefrey. Herbert Knowl the best one-flnger playing ever
Barely in time was her husband business girls doing kitchenette garnish with strips of pimento. If
ton, Carleton Clark and Walter seen in Vinalhaven and it served
ring mold is used, fill center with WARMER IN WINTER
able to throw a heavy coat over her housekeeping.
Toriason are home from New Ha to hold the singing harmonizers (if
cole slaw or other salad.
night clothes and assist her hur
Haven't you all some time or
ven, Conn.
Now's The Time To Think
riedly to the deck. Scarcely a
you know what we mean) together
other wished you knew what your Glazed Yellow Turnips
Mrs. Eva Baine has returned to , with a thread of purest lyric
How This Can Be Accomplished
minute later, the seas poured into handwriting revealed? Then here's
.........
One quart turnips. 2 tablespoons
•^a Lh!L‘n*?€e.n
Although sweating pro
the hatches, completely filling the
surprise for you. Through the Land O'Lakes Butter, ’» teaspoon
the guest of her sister. Mrs. P. A fusely Doc obliged with several
Summer weather lingers, but
vessel's hold, forecastle and main courtesy of the makers of Good Gravy Master, chopped parsley,
White
cold winds and snow will soon be
cabin. Needless to say anyone still Luck prepared pie crust and Oood Sterling salt.
_
. ,
, encores and then insisted he would
The bowling teams were enter- play no more unless he
Mme
with us again. And that is the time
below would have stood not the re Luck desserts you may have your
Pare turnips; wash and scoop
tamed Sunday at the Littlefield a subsUtute. This privilege was
motest chance of making an escape. own handwriting analyzed. Send a out small balls with vegetable of year when a warm house pays
farm at Coombs Neck
granted and he named Keith CarAll hands were then ordered to Good Luck package box front with scoop. Cook in boiling water which big dividends in comfort.
The Night Hawks will meet ver as the next artlst and aithoUgh
Home owners who have a limited
(As told by Phillips N Case, president of the Blair Manufacturing Co.)
the rigging. Though it was zero a dime and your name and ad has been salted until tender. Drain
Thursday night with Mrs. Josephine carver was willlng,
flngers were
_ ,
.
,
, _
.
...___ „„
'weather and many were none too dress to Marjorie Mills. Yankee and put into a heavy frying pan amount of money to spend on in
During
an
unusually
heavy
fog
of
Based
on
their
erroneous
interpre]y
clgd
_
riggjng
g
Clayter.
sulation should invest first in ceil
more accustomed to iron pipe and ,
...
i
j i —..... ------ • —
-------------with melted butter and half cup
Miss Evelyn Dunlap went Monday monkey wrenches and one effort prolonged duration late in Janu- tatlcn of the first light sighted,
refuge unti] either the vessel Network, and include a few lines
ing insulation, says M. G. Huber,
of water in which turnips were
to Newton. Mass
was all the crowd would stand for I arJ’
l^e six masted schooner, i this second light should have been j breke up and the masts went over written on unlined paper. Write
of the Maine Extension Service,
boiled.
Brown
carefully
and
sea

naturally,
preferably
while
you
are
Mertie B Crowley, under command Block Island. In reality, they had board or they froze to death. First
Arnold Sturk has enlisted in from Keith.
Many houses have no attic floor
son
with
salt,
pepper
and
a
little
sitting
down,
and
you
will
receive
and this exposes the plaster to the
Rockland with the National Guard, t After brief remarks by King Lion 'of Capt. William Haskell with his sailed during the night south of of all. however, came the difficult
a chart describing in detail how sugar. Add a little Gravy Master
cold attic air in Winter. The heat
Mr and Mrs Eugene Hussey of Robert Gregory. D. D. Governor wife as passenger and a crew of the Vineyard nearly to its eastern task of assisting Mrs. Haskell to
you feel, think and act and the and let turnip balls simmer until
loss with such construction Is very
Bostcn are guests at Rockaway Inn. Carswell of Camden and Gov. Wil- thirteen men. lay hove-to, wallow- end, and the fixed white light which climb the ratlines well up into the
almost
dry
or
until
the
Juice
is
points
to
watch,
as
well
as
advice
While on their recent automobile ijam Niehoff of Waterville, the ing helplessly in the frigid calm air , was soon plainly visible was discov- lore rigging, where her husband telling for what you are best fitted. reduced to a glaze. Sprinkle light great Mr Huber recommends that
a blanket of insulating material,
trip, Mr and Mrs Alfred Creed. Mr. meeting was adjourned to the Ad- and heavy ccean swells which were ered later—but too late to avert lashed her securely to the cross
Isn't that a real offer? And doesn t ly with chopped parsley and serve
properly applied, is an excellent
and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Boston visory Council meeting, which is
tiees. This accomplished, the crew it sound like fun? Well, now's your hot.
and John Stordahl. vjsited 11 States. a meeting of instruction for newly sea. Like so many great horizon- ] Light seen shining disarmingly scurried up the fore and main rig
investment In houses where this
chance,
through
the
courtesy
of
the
MENU
Virginia being the farthest South. elected officers. In behalf of the tai pendulums, the six long booms bright over the low sand dunes ging, lashing each other to the rig
condition exists
fOr security as best they couTd makes of Good Luck desserts and
They spent two days in Washing Camden-Rockport Club D. W. Gov swayed to and fro, unceasingly which abound on the south sl'ore ;
A few inches of rock wool is one
Breakfast
prepared pie crust.
ton D. C.. also New York, where they ernor Carswell brought over an and annoyingly, tugging at the j of Martha s Vineyard.
j Finally when everything possible
of the insulating materials that
Another fine offer we have for
Sliced
Bananas
on
As everyone knows, it is easy to
been done for the welfare of
visited the World's Fair and sev Invitation to all Vinalhaven Lions sheets which limited their movemay be used to good advantage in
you is a dripless syrup pitcher. Send
Corn Flakes
eral days in Boston, where Mr. to attend the big ladies night ments to short strokes, causing them continue under a misapprehension, his crew, Captain Haskell gave
old houses. Heating engineers es
five
box
fronts
from
Kre-mel
Sur

Toasted
Bacon
Rolls
Creed marched in the big parade of meeting to be held Oct. 8 at the to fetch up with sharp jerks which and so Captain Haskell and his|lhought t0 his own safety and
timate that adequate insulation
prise,
that
mix
for
making
fudge
Coffee
up
jore rigging and on
the American Legion. They cov Episcopal parish house Camden shook the spars and rigging, and mates were totally unprepared for
saves enough in heating cost to
without
cooking,
to
Kre-mel
Sur

the cr06s Uees where he lash€d
Lunch
ered 2396 miles during their auto A banquet floor show, and ball will even caused the vessel itself to what shortly befell. Without the |
pay
for the Insulation in from 4 to
prise, P. O. Box 72. Boston. Mass.
hls Blfe Unt„
trip.
5 years.
Cream of Corn Soup
be some of the features of the quiver; blocks groaned protesting- least suspicion of impending catas- |b)nvelf
Include
your
name
and
address
of
The Freshman reception at Town meeting. The Camden "Hot-Shot' ly as ropes snapped taut and were trophe, they sailed on serenely there had been no time for indulg
This saving may not be attrac
Burry's Crisp Brown Bix
course. You receive a stunning,
tive to seme farmers who have a
hall was well attended Ed. Arey's Lions Orchestra will again be in stretched in the sheaves; the heavy eastward toward the great Wasque mg in fears, but when there was streamlined, modern syrup pitcher
“Clear 'Ace”' Chicken Aspic
good woodlot. But adequate in
orchestra furnished music.
In evidence. The meeting will be held canvas of the stiffened sails flapped Shoal and mass of rips which ex nothing more to do but wait with a gay chromium and red top
with Vegetable Salad
sulation also brings additional
charge of the stunts were: Pennies— in honor of the newly elected Gov- and slatted with reports like that tend for miles out to sea from the Captain Haskell surveyed the situa a stainless steel cut-off so no syrup
•Spiced Crabapples
comfort throughout the winter
Olga MacDonald; potate—Isabel emor. District Governor and Inter- of gun fire, tearing loose innumer southeast corner of the Vineyard. tion as best he could from his can drip on the tablecloth. It's a
Cookies
season. And there will be less
Ames and Richard Libby; Obstacle national Director. Plans are un able particles of ice which were So you can imagine their surprise cramped and lofty positiofi. It was guaranteed dollar and a quarter
Tetley Tea
wood to pile in the woodshed and
race. Doris Eisner and Stephen1 der way for some of the Vinal- sprifikled like hail promiscuously and dismay when, a few minutes not a reassuring sight, and it is value but you get it Just by send
Dinner
over the slippery decks.
The later, without warning the stately little wonder if the minds of all
carry into the house.
Hamilton; Sniff, Marion Webb; havenites to participate.
ing
the
five
Kre-mel
Surprise
box
Beef Stew with
Speech and Prof. Quiz, Malcolm! Heading the Waterville delega- schooner's position was somewhere schooner struck hard on this dread were filled with a stark fear of the fronts.
Vegetables
Whitlngton
j tion was District Governor William off the coast of Long Island but ed shoal and was caught like a rat fate which it seemed must ulti
Now then, for free books we can
Pear Salad
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained “The ] Niehoff and with him were Dr. P , without steerage way no man could in a trap. Deprived of water under matq|y overtake them.
send you.
Ask for the Knox
•Nut
Waffles
with
her
keel,
enormous
seas
immedi

Tournament” at her home Monday J. Gephart, B. D. Larson. Louis do more than guess the extent of
Scarcely half an hour after she books—Mrs. Knox 55-page book of
•Golden Brown Dessert Sauce
nlSht.
Bartlett, and' Ed. Longley. All these the vessel's drift under the influ ately began breaking over her, had struck, the big schooner, al recipes, the "Be Fit-Not Fat" and
Coffee
-----------------Lions can smell a boiled lobster ence of strong currents. Such carrying away almost everything on ready filled and her decks swept the "Endurance" leaflet. And we'd
• Recipes given.
deck,
including
the
lifeboats,
and
were
the
circumstances
under
which,
MAINE CENTRAL DEFICIT
farther than a bird dog can sniff
clean of everything including the like to send you the Brer Rabbit
If fidgety nerves. rentleM night* and
a woodcock, and they can follow for a period of more than thirty imperilling the lives of the crew who, cabin houses, broke in two amid recipe book—a big illustrated book
Before its recent conquests, in
otherdlKtrewi from female functional
August Figures Show a Loss of the scent a darn sight better.
hours, Captain Haskell stood watch nevertheless, bravely stuck to their ships. Then her stern settled rapid
disorders keep you from having fun
of
Brer
Rabbit
molasses
recipes.
which
approximately
175,000
square
$19,354 as Against Year Ago Gain
In life — take Lydia E. Plnkham’s
The Rockland contingent con and anxiously paced the quarter posts, hanging on to anything solid ly. while the three after masts tot Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee miles of territory were added to
Vegetable Compound— famous for
within reach in order to keep from tered and swayed at crazy angles
sisted of King Lion Robert Greg deck.
over 60 years In helpin< such weak,
Network.
Russia's
domains,
the
U
SSR,
con

Deficit of $19,354 after fixed ory, Secretary Bradford Burgess
When tne fog finally lifted and a being washed overboard, but ready However, by sheer good luck, the
nervous women during “difficult’’
trolled a land area approximately ^days WORTH TRY1NQ1
charges was announced by the and Almon B. Cooper. From Wal breeze sprang up from the north instantly to obey their captain’s crew had taken refuge in the fore Golden Brown Dessert Sauce
one-seventh of the entire world.
Maine Central Railroad in the fi doboro came Zone Chairman Earl west. Captain Haskell ordered the orders.
One-quarter cup brown sugar,
and main rigging, and these masts
In view of the fact that there was continued to stand upright. If one firmly packed, 1 egg yolk unbeaten,
nancial statement for August. Thi* Spear. King Lion A. D. Gray, and sheets flattened, and sailing close
compares with net earnings of $5 - Secretary L. H. Steward.
hauled on the pqrt tack, stood in no storm, it may seem incredible were superstitious—and most sail pinch of salt, I egg white beaten,
066 in August last year.
'i cup cream, whipped, 'z teaspoon
Camden was represented by Dist. toward the mainland in the hepe of that the sea could raise such havoc. ors are—it was a good omen
BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
The statement shows the Maine Deputy Governor James Carswell, making some familiar landfall from However, it will be remembered that
So perhaps they took heart as, in vanilla.
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Central Railroad ‘n the first eight "Skippper" Howard Apollino, and which he could take a fresh depar there was a heavy swell running. I the early morning hours, they cast
Sift sugar, add one-half of sugar
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken In Trade
months of the year earned $307,455 young Jimmy Carswell, the boy ture on his voyage down east. Early While the schconer was in decP | anxious glances alternately toward to egg yolk and beat until light.
after fixed charges in 1940, as who would tell the truth about his that evening the lookout forward water, these swells were harmless the ea£t and
mountaln sun and Add salt to egg white and beat un
Harold
B.
Kaler,
local
representative, Washington
against the comparable eight father’s piano playing.
made out a light which, as the and had no effect in the vessel toward the south shore of Martha's til foamy. Add remaining sugar,
98-tf
months' period in 1939. of $157,266.
Other guests were L. V. Wilson schooner drew closer, the captain ether than to cause her to roll lazily Vineyard, about three miles away, one tablespoon at a time, beating I
The revenues in August this year of New York and Lawrence Heath and his mates thought to be Shinne- but heavily from side to side with where behind the fringe of sand
compared with August, last year, of Englewood. N. J. On the way ccck on the south side of Long water constantly gushing from the dunes, the quaint fishing village of
353
show an increase of $78,563. De back acrosss the bay the voyagers Island. In view of what subse ports as the vessel cleared her Edgartown nestled snugly beside the
tailed figures show that freignt were entertained by Mother Na quently happened this proved to decks of the burden. On the other placid waters of its fine harbor
revenue increased 11.90 percent; ture who put on one of the best have been an error in identity; one hand, when these heavy swells en both being sheltered by the protect
passenger revenue decreased 3.81 displays of the Northern Lights of those mistakes which nine times countered the shoal water of the ing arm of Cape Pogue. How they
percent; and express revenue in seen in this region for some time. out of ten is discovered in time, reef cn which the schooner was must have hoped for an early dis
creased 7 19 percent.
As the Lions were all looking at but which, like the lives of a cat, stranded, a radical change occurred covery of their plight; but, on the
Main'“nance expenses were in the spectacle one of them was occasionally proves proves fatal to instantly. Then the seas were com other hand, it must have been a wan
Screased by $92,000 accounting for heard to remark “Well it is fine to a vessel.
pressed vertically, or would have and forlorn hope, for it did not
substantially all the increase in look at but Doc Carswell's piano
been
if
they
could
not
expand
up

At sea as elsewhere, hindsight is
seem possible that any boat ,how
expenses of $96,214.
better than foresight, and in this ward. This is just what was taking ever staunch and however ably and
playing sounds better."
instance, as nearly as could be de place, and tons upon tons of water courageously handled, could live
FAMOUS
Give ME THE
Ti stimulate mining Peru will
into high,
Scratches on furniture can be termined afterward, the captain were continually breaking
,
,| among those imadly breaking seas
establish a Mining Bank.
affect a rescue Yet
STRATOSPHERE
removed by rubbing with a nut and hls officers had underestimated steep, shapeless, frothy waves which long enough
SLOWER-BURN I NG
meat—walnut or Brazil nut. And the strength of the full course east created a terrific din as they in their silent prayers they must
FLIER
—7
CIGARETTE EVERY
white marks on varnished furniture tides resulting from the recent gale, tumbled on shoreward. In such a have clung with the tenacity that
seething
ealdren,
no
boat
could
long
| disappear after being rubbed with with the result that what they had
upholds men as long as life remains
; '
TIME FOR EXTRA
boiled linseed oil and finely powd taken to be Shinnecock was in all survive, ar.d a big ship hard and that the hardy fishermen, than
VINALHAVEN
probability Block Island Light, forty fast on bottom and pounded con whom no better boatman ever lived
ered
rottenstone or cigar ash.
MIL0NESS. I LIKE ALL
& ROCKLAND
miles or more to the eastward. Ig tinually with terrific force by tre would prove equal to the accom
mildness
STEAMBOAT CO.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette norant of all this at the time. Cap mendous seas over which she could plishment of that which seemed to
THE OTHER EXTRAS
ROCKLAND, ME.
tain Haskell gave the helmsman an 'not ride had no chance to live and, be impossible.
IN CAMELS, TOO
coolness
east-north-easterly course, fully ex sooner or later, was bound to break
Service to:
(To be continued)
pecting that before daylight they up and be strewn in pieces of drift
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haul, Swan’s
would pick up Block Island Light wood along the shore.
flavor
Householders with low ceilings
Island and Frenchboro
Thus there was no doubt in the
from which they could shape their
Amazing new white
may
take
a
tip
from
the
Italian
minds
of
Captain
Haskell
and
the
!»«««
laboratory
i
course through Vineyard.' Sound,
cosmetic cream —
WINTER SERVICE
GET THE “EXTRAS” WITH SLOWER-BURNING
when in reality they were already others aboard regarding the fate of peasants, who for years have paint
painless, economic
Subject to change without notice.
other of ,he larg",.^,*?'?* °f the
al, easy and pleasant
abreast of that island. So it hap their schooner which only a few ed the ceilings of their cottages
slower than ,ny
,h"*
‘"fed~
to use. Not irritating
pened that instead of making Block minutes before had been sailing aquamarine. It makes them seem
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
to normal, healthy
higher and cooler.
on the average a sm l
That mean’>
proudly
along
in
utter
contempt
of
Island
Light
early
the
next
morn

A. M.
P. M.
skin. NA1R removes
- cm.
*
equal ‘o
ing, the big schooner sailed on, any danger from the elements.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
hair and fuzz close
Dr. Jose Hoyo Mote, director of a
south of Noman's Land and south However, there was no time to be
Ar. 4.40
SMOKES PER p4M,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
to skin. No bad odor
lost in speculation or regret. In- maternity clinic in Mexico City,
Ar. 3.30
of Martha's Vineyard.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
— leaves skin soft,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
clean, fragrant.
Nevertheless, in the wee hours of stant action was imperative. Though celebrated the fifth anniversary of
THE CIGARETTE OF
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
that eventful morning, which was the captain and crew were all on I the founding of hs hospital by at118*lt
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
the twenty-third of January, the deck at the time. Mrs. Haskell had | tending the birth of his thousandth
lookout did sight a second light. been asleep in the captain's cabin, healthy baby.

Boy’s Remark Uncovers
a Fine Entertainer At
Vinalhaven Lions Meeting

I

TO THE RESCUE: TRUE STORY
What Happened To the Six-Masted
Schooner Mertie B. Crowley In 1910

<FOR WOMEN”
ONLY!

*

EXTRA

EXTRA

Odorless Hair Remover

EXTRA

c»Me,

5 «««

NAIR

CAMELS

Paqe Six

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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I LOOKS STERN, BUT ISN’T

With The Granges

ROCKPORT

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

The Preacher Says

Two Grange halls in Maine are
rapidly approaching completion
By Kenneth H. Cassens
following disastrous fires early in
SHIRLEY T. WILLLAMB
UXM. O. CKAMFNZT
the year which destroyed valuable
Correspondent
Oorrespondeok
/"s
One of the direst prophecies of
| Grange property and which made
ZS
ZS X*s /\
ft ft ftft
j the local outlook rather dubious
Amos
is that of a famine of hearing
TbL
Tel. 190
j (or a time. The Granges thus re
the words of the Lord. In fact, says
building are North Star of Dix- ]
Amos (8:12) "They shall wander
mont and Frederick L. Robie of
Mrs. Beulah Richardson goes to
There were three tables In play
from sea to sea, and from the north
] Otisfield. in each case the r.ew hall j Matinicus teday to remain until
at the regular meeting of the Con
even to the east, they shall run to
i to be better than the one burred. ] Saturday as guest of Miss Gladys
tract Club Friday afternoon. Mrs
and fro to seek the word of the
It is no slight undertaking for a Young. M:ss Young will return
Arthur E. McDonald and her gues‘.
Lord, and shall not find. In that
small rural community to erect a j with her for a brief visit here,
Mrs. N C. Schroeder, of Kenton.
day shall the fair virgins and young
hall, whose value runs into several J Mrs. Lila Place of Bath was guest
Ohio, were substitutes, and prizes
men faint for thirst.”
thousands of dollars, but the bur-'Sunday at the home of Rev. and
were awarded to Miss Lizzie LevanThe picture Is that of a time
den in these two Maine irstances Mrs. C. V. Overman
saler. Mrs. George Newbert of War
when no prophet is to be found;
was greatly lightened by the farm
ren. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker. The
John Hysscng Jr. of Brunswick
when there is a frantic seeking after
ers going into their own woods and was a weekend guest at the home cf
meeting next week will be held at
the living water, with none to tell
rutting the timber, while volunteer Mrs. Ralph Wilson.
the home of Mrs. Fred Overlock.
where nr what the living water Is.
| labor did the greater part of the
Mrs. Edna S. Blank and daugh
Rev. and Mrs F. Ernest Smith
A prophet, as you all know, is more
construction work, aside from
ter. Barbara, of Jamaica Plain.
went to North Anson Monday to
than a foreteller; he is a forthplumbing, electrification, etc. Bo,'n
Mass., and B H Burnim. of Lynn.
attend the Augusta District Con
teller, one who propounds and ex
new halls will be fine monuments
Mass., arrived Sunday night and
ference today and Wednesday
plains the Word of God The pro
to
rural
enterprise
ard
courage
in
are guests this week of Mr. and
Mrs Mary Small and Mrs. Nellie
Pine Tree State. Very rarely does
phecy, then, indicates a time of
Mrs. Orvel F Williams.
a Grange fall to replace Its hall Staples, with Miss Frances Staples
longing for God, unfulfilled because
Mrs Charles Winchenbach *s
after a fire
of Belfast were recent visiters in
none recognizes the nature of the
spending a few days with Mrs. Al
The Pennsylvania State Grange Ban?orlonging, end none sets forth the only
bert Hanscom in Boothbay Harbor.
source of satisfaction.
has decided on Wilkes-Barre as the 1 Following the stated meeting of
A public supper will be served by
We premillenial Christians be
meeting place of the 1940 annual Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S tothe Federated Circle tonight at the
lieve the time is at hand when the
sesslon and the dates will be Dec. night there will be a rehearsal of
Methodist Church in connectlor
body of Christ, His true church,
10-12. Wilkes-Barre is located in the work. It is earnestly urged that
with the meeting of the Lincoln
will be caught out from the earth.
the heart of a great Grange ter all officers be present.
Association
of
Congregational
Then there will indeed be a famine
The Junior Ladies' Aid of the
ritory and indications point to
Churches and Ministers.
Mrs.
of the Word, for the Holy Spirit will
the largest attendance ever brought Methodist Church met at the home
Margaret Stone. Mrs. Cora Knights
leave this earth with the body of
together at a State Grange session of Mrs. Beatrice Richards Thurs- ,
and Mrs. Lura Libby are the com
Christ. Then the tendency of to
day night for the regular semiin the Keystone State.
mittee in charge and supper is to
day, to seek any message that pur
One of the interesting Grange monthly meeting
be served at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. Diana Pitts was in Water Where the Methodists worship in Friendship. Rev. Henry Van Deman, ports to come from God but that
news items of the month comes
James Creighton, of Hebron
does not, will be multiplied to fren
from Iowa, where the various sub ville Saturday to visit her daughter.
pastor,—Photo by Dow.
Academy, spent the weekend with
zied proportions; and every false
ordinate Granges have been stag Miss Josephine Pitts, a student at
his grandparents. Mr and Mrs. N.
and demonic sect will have new
ing cherry pie making contests— Colby College. She made the trip
now working, or will shortly in millions of adherents, until the re
F. Andrews and Capt. and Mrs.
first in preliminary competitions with Mrs. Keith Crockett and Miss
their chosen profession.
James Creighton.
ligion of dictator worship, claims
and then in regional contests, when Hazel Nutt, who visited their mother
Uncle Ned's mall from a single all earth's blind billions. And great
Mrs. Alice Linekin of St. Peters
many of the pie experts were | at Fairfield.
Uncle Ned’s Radio
burg, Fla., is visiting relatives here
brought together.
The contest
broadcast runs from 200 to 300 woe is prophesied for those who wor
The Misses Jean and Dianne Mer
and in Rockland
consisted in seeing which lady rill of Warren spent the weekend
'Varieties Will Be There letters, and many are from those ship that world-dictator who is to
come after the taking out of Christ's
could start from the very begin with their grandparents. Mr. and
Miss Mary Belle Cullen resumed
Next Thursday
who feel they have some talent in own.
ning. make a complete cherry pie Mrs. Herbert Merrill.
her work at the office of John Bird
dividually. These letters are care
Why not turn to the Word cl
ar.d get It into the oven first, all |
Uncle Ned's Radio Varieties open
Co. in Rockland. Monday after a
Robert Cain. Jr., of Camden spent
fully sorted, the writer contacted, God now, before that famine as
ingredients having been previously
week's vacation.
ing
at
Park
Theatre
Thursday
has
Monday with his grandparents.
sumes gigantic proportions? God Is
measured out awaiting action.
Mrs. William Belasco went Sat
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain.
proven to be the most popular tc'.n an audition Is granted, and those present now, in the person of the
The winning lady occupied ex
that successfully pass the audition
urday to Swampscott, Mass., to
The Baptist Ladies' Circle wilil
actly three minutes and 20 seconds meet Wednesday afternoon at the of entertainment, featured In all period are placed before the pub Holy Spirit, to guide all who will
visit her daughter. Mrs. Sherman
the leading theatres throughout lic with Uncle Ned taking personal turn to His Word in seeking faith;
to finish her pie. while several home of Mrs. Diana Pitts.
Wotton, and Mr. Wotton.
and it is a simple matter to turn to
Fortner Alderman William H. Thomas, janitor at Grand Army Hall. others were only a few seconds be
Postmaster Hildred Rider resumed New England during the past three charge of all stage entertainments the written Word, the 8criptures,
Fourteen members of Mayflower
Firmly anchored on the land now. but likes to spin sea yarns. True ones, hind her. After the pies were her duties at the local office Mon seasons.
to
see
that
everyone
Is
properly
Temple. Pythian Sisters, attended of course.
and find (he Living Word, the Re
—Photo by Dow.
baked they were auctioned off to day after a vacation, the first part
The stage In its leanest years of presented and encouraged.
the Convention of the Ninth Dis
the highest bidder for the benefit cf which was spent in recuperating existence during the seasons cf
Always studding his shows with deemer Christ. You need the guid
trict held in Camden Friday night j
of the Orange treasury and the ,[ ___
froma tonsil operation, and the
1930 to 1937 E N. Urquhart. popu- top performers from radio, stage, ance of no sect, no man. to under
patient
at
the
Community
Hospi'al.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Alton
stand enough of Scripture for your
brought the ;atter part in visiting at the home larly known over the air as "Uncle and night clubs Uncle Ned graduMr. and Mrs. Alf.ed W. Bryant quickest-made pie..........................
Grover. Mrs. N. F. Andrews. Mrs.
highest bid of all.
I of Mr and Mrs pra^ Sampson at j Ned” cast about for an idea that ally makes finished performers cf needs. Those who claim you can
were in Waterville Saturday.
Blanche Everett, Mrs Ora Wood
would develop new talent, knowing new materials, and by patient not fathom God’s Word without
South
Dakota
Grange
progress
North Haven.
«««
a
cock, Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton. Mrs.
BtTon Robbins is now occupying
that
the public would go to the grooming soon has a series of new their books of explanation are fos
Warner St. Clair of Owls Head ’
Anne Grafton. Mrs. Celia Grafton.
the J. H. Hcbbs house on Union is evidenced by the fact that a new
JUNE COTB
tering the lies of Satan. You can,
theatre
to see new ideas and new and polished performers.
Pomona Grange has Just been or- -pent Monday with his grandpar- I
street.
Mrs. Blanche Wilson. Mrs. Dora
and will understand enough of the
Correspondent
faces.
ganized
in
Beadle
county,
covering
ents
Mr
and
Mrs.
D
A.
Whitmore.
I
Maxey. Mrs. Madelyn Edmands. |
Word for your own salvation, and
Miss Esther M. Cooper, daughter
all the subordinates in that disMr and Mrs. Lou Upham and, Uncle Ned took his Idea to the
Mrs. Dorothy Horsley. Mrs. Ada
of Mrs. James Cooper, and C. Al trict, including many which have | daughters Marion and Helena were 1 broadcasting station in belief that
will understand more as you read it
Tel. 71J
Chadwick and Mrs. Cora Knights, j
vin Jagels. son of Mrs. Emily Ja
more, for God has promised to lead
a
chicken
dinner
I
there
was
an
unlimited
supply
of
recently
been
Instituted.
National
j
entertained
at
„
,
---Mrs. Charles Singer is visiting
gels. were marned at the home of Grange deputies at work in South | Sunday night at the home of their I youthful and undeveloped mateyou into all truth. Turn to Him
ft ft ft ft
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
Osmond Wooster was in Portland the bride in Mystic, Conn.. Satur
now,
and be fed, redeemed, and rap
News
Items
from
all
of
the
Pa

Dakota for some time past have other daughter. Mrs. Albert Young | ria's *n tbe hyways and cross roads
and Mrs. John Singer in Boston. Saturday. ,
day afternoon. Mrs. Robert Hertured before that famine comes!
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
that if given a chance could be de
Mrs. Maynard Williams, of Wal- j Mr. and Mrs. William Gill of shey of Baltimore. Md„ siscr of met with gratifying success and 1 in Camden.
here.
veloped to the material advantage
doboro, spent the weekend with Boston spent the weekend at their the bride was matron of ho.vo- there is every Indication that South 1 The week-night service at the
Weeds are not entirely useless.
of
everyone.
The
individuals
them

will rapidly move forward • Methodist Church will be on ThursMr. and Mrs Percy Williams.
and Frederick Jagels. brother of Dakota
Megunticook Lake cottage.
White Oak Grange held a Neigh Even the lowly ragweed helps the
selves. ,the theatre going public
in
Grange
extension,
J
day
at
7
o'clock
and
will
consist
of
The awarding of three new con- | Rev. W. F. Brown attended a the gri o:n. was best man After a
tobacco plant by putting something
A recent membership drive in a short devotional service followed and any and all interested In the bor's Night Friday night. A very in the soil to make It grow faster.
tracts to the Morse Boatbuilding meeting of the Roger Williams Fel wedding trip Mr and Mrs Jagels
stage.
pleasant
evening
was
enjoyed
by
Corporation is welcome news to | lowship in Waterville Monday. He w..L make their home It, Natick. Taylor county, Iowa, increased the by the regular meeting of the OffiEvidently he was right, for dur all present. The pictures presen
roll of Blue Grove Grange. No 2203 I clal Board with reports of the DisThomaston. The contracts are for was accompanied by Rev. Willard Ma'S.
“We are more honest today in our
ing
the past season 53 boys and ted by the Coco-Cola Company on
by almost 60 new names. Two trict Conference and Important
92-foot beam trawlers, with 20-foot Foote of Belfast.
politics than ever before.”—Franklin
Tiie Y.M.C.A. directors wil hold
good
salesmanship
were
very
in

girls
have
found
themselves
a
place
business. It is hoped that every
beams, and one is for Benjamin |
D. Roosevelt.
a supper meeting at the “Y" Wed groups of workers, each with a
in the entertainment field, and arc structive.
Curcuru. of Gloucester, the second j Mrs. Marion Bassick is having nesday night. The State Secretary- live captain, did a mighty hustle ! official of the church will attend
a
two
weeks
vacation
from
her
|
this
meeting.
for several weeks, with the result
for John Murley of Fairhaven, and ]
will be the speaker.
Mrs Fannie Thompson left Friday
that Blue Grove is now numbered
the third for Joseph Ciarametoro. duties at Achorns store.
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs.
L.
B.
Torrey
and
Miss Janet McKay entertained
among the largest subordinates in for a visit
friends in Augusta,
of Gloucester.
family will leave Wednesday for the state of Iowa. It has been in | Charles A. Cavanaugh was at
Miss Margaret Crandon, local at luncheon Saturday in honor of
president of the W. C. T. U., at her birthday at the Summer cot- Df'troit Mich., after spending the operation only a year and a half, h<Mne from Portland to spend the
but Is already making active plans j weekend with his family.
tended the State Convention of I tage of her parents. Mr. and Mrs | Summer at The Rock
"Dance. Girl. Dance' with Mau for building a hall of its own,
William Eves and Miss Frances
that organization at Bangor, from Thomas W McKay, at Lincolnville
Beach. The guests were Patricia reen OHara, Louis Hayward, and greatly cheered by this newest ac Carll of Topsham were guests Sun
Tuesday to Friday last week
day of Rev and Mrs. C V Overman
The annual election of officers Connelly. Patricia Rich, Kather Lucille Ball, the screen version of cession to its membership.
Mrs. Edith Hill of Portland was a
A recent significant event in
was held at the meeting of the Ep ine Libby. Christine Goodman. Vicky Baums famous Cosmopoli
worth League Sunday night. The David Montgomery. Willis Spear. tan story, will play at the Comique New Hampshire occurred in the I weekend guest at the home of Mr.
Theatre on Wednesday and Thurs hall of Winnipesaukee Grange at jand Mrs charles A Cavanaugh.
new officers are: President. Sally William O'Brien. Frank Nash, and
day. The feature today is "Dr.
Oray; first vice president. Ruth Stephen McGrath. After lunch
Meredith, with State Master Wil- Salminen-Cavanaugh
Christian Meets the Women."
liam J. Neal the principal partici
Miller, assisted by Jean Crie; sec eon the group attended the theatre
A ceremony of Interest occurred
Whitney-Mutch
pant. Mr. Neal s father and mother j Friday night at 7 o clock at the resi
ond vice president, Eleanor Gregory, in Camden.
Granville
Carlton
flew
from
assisted by Eugene Pales; third
Miss Doris Mutch, daughter of are both members of the same sub dence of the officiating clergyman,
vice president, Betty Fales. assisted Lynn. Mass , to spend the week Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mutch, and ordinate Grange and last year the ! Rev. J. C. MacDonald in Rockland,
by George Green; fourth vice presi end with his uncle, J. Gleason Ralph Whitney, son of Elsie Whit former received from the hand of when Miss Marion Emma, daughter
dent, Marjorie Woodcock, assisted Perry.
ney and the late Fred Whitney of his State Master son the Golden of Mr and Mrs. Charles A. Cavan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cookson Rockport were united in marriage Sheaf certificate award represent
by Charles Fager, secretary, Lucy
Westinghousc, 5.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit...................... .............. $ 79.50
augh of Rockport was united in
Adams; treasurer, Joseph Richards; and family spend the weekend in Sept. 21 at 8 oclock at Rockport ing 50 years of continuous Grange marriage to Henry Uno, son of Mr
Westinghouse, 4.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit.......................................
69.50
Boston.
pianist. Leona Frisbee.
Baptist Parsonage. The ceremony membership. At the meeting above and Mrs. Kustav Salminen of West
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bickmore was performed by Rev. C. V. Over mentioned a secodn similar priv
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales re
Kelvinator,
5
cu.
ft.,
6
months'
guarantee
on
unit
...............................................
39.50
Rockport. The single ring service
turned home Friday from four- of Rockland were hosts at an all- man. using the single ring service. ilege was accorded State Master j was used and the couple were at
Kelvinator, 5 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit...............................................
34.50
day
picnic
at
their
Jefferson
Lake
days' trip through Northern Maine.
The matron of honor was Marion Neal when he was able to present tended by Mi&s Mary Cavanaugh, a
Their guests Clark, sister of the bride and Er-. to his mother her Golden Sheaf
Friendly Club meets next Wed cottage Sunday.
Leonard,
5
cu.
ft.,
6
months
’
guarantee
on
unit
...............................................
64.50
twin sister of the bride, and Simon
nesday night at the home of Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. William W. nest Whitney, brother of the groom certificate also—probably the only Hamalainen. the latter of Rockland.
Gregory, Krnneth Mignault. Mr was best man.
2 Buckeyes, 6 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit................... $35.00 and $39.50
case in all Orange history where a Miss Edith Cavanaugh another
Charles Shorey.
The bride wore a white silk gown State Master has been able to pre sister of the bride, and Mrs Hama
Mrs. J. E. McChesney and son. and Mrs. Oscar Bickmore, and Mr.
Mayflower, 6 cu. ft., porcelain inside andout, 6 months guarantee............
49.50
John Earl, left Monday morning and Mrs. Harry Bickmore, all of with matching turban and wore a sent the 50-year award to both his lainen also witnessed the ceremony.
Mohawk, 5 cu. ft., porcelain inside and out; 6 months’ guarantee...........
59.50
to return to their home at Kansas Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Harold corsage of roses and forget-me- parents; and himself a member of
The bride is a graduate of Rock
City, after a visit with her grand Bart of Bath. Mr. and Mrs. How nots. The matron of honor was the same subordinate Grange. On port High School and also studied
General
Electric,
4
cu.
ft.,
1940
model,
4
years'
guarantee
on
unit
.
.
.
99.50
ard Rollins and son. Scott, Mr. and attired in blue silk, with matching the latter occasion Mr. Neal pre
mother, Mrs. T. C. Williams.
nursing
at
the
Knox
County
Hospi

There was a very good attend Mrs. Elmer Joyce and son, Cedric turban and wore a corsage of white sented another Golden Sheaf cer tal Training School. For the past
tificate to a third member of Win few years she has been successfully
ance at the open meeting of the all of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Osgood asters and forget-me-nots.
A reception was held at the home nipesaukee Grange who had com engaged in practical nurstng, a
Thomaston Garden Club at the Eugley and children. Raymond,
Westinghouse, 3.5 heat units and thrift cooker, 1 year guar, (demonBaptist vestry Friday night. Fol Maynard and Dorothy of Noble- of the bride and groom for the im- pleted 50 years of active member greater part of the time in Connec
lowing the brief business meeting boro, Luther Bickmore of Boston, j mediate family and a few friends. ship, Mrs. Emma Nancy Ballard, ticut and Vermont.
strator only) ..........................................
84.50
who is the mother of Frank L. Bal
Marjorie Cushing played Chopin’s and Maurice Eugley of North Read
Installation
The groom is associated with his
ing. Mass.
lard,
the
new
president
of
the
Ore

"Waltz in A Flat," and the "Wed
father in a prosperous farming
Miss Ruth Monroe has returned MEDOMAK
gon State Agricultural College.
2 Westinghouse, 4.4 heat units and thriftcooker, 1 year guarantee........... 124.50
ding March” of Grieg was played
business.
Mrs. Theodore McLain, in com
to Old Greenwich, Conn., after
tight in oven, glass lookin oven door, storage drawers, surface light.
The vigor of New England
by Jean and James Gillchrest. Miss
The couple began housekeeping
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. pany with her sister Edith GillMabel Spring of Rockland was then
Grange work was significantly immediately at their newly fur
more
of
South
Hiram,
is
spending
Harold Monroe.
Hotpoint 3, 3 heat units, automatic oven, 6 months’ guarantee...................
49.50
proven by the recent conference of nished apartment at 110 Limerock
introduced, and she showed inte:
Mrs. William M. Pattison and the week in New York City.
Installation
lecturers and other workers held street in Rockland, where the best
esting pictures of gardens, flowers
son. William. Jr., have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Aster Willey spent at Burlington, Vt„ whose number
and trees in England and America
wishes of a host of friends follow
Hotpoint 3, 2 heat units, thrift cooker; 6 months’ guarantee
. 89.50
to Chicago after spending the Sum Friday in Rockland.
exceeded 1000, with all the six states them.
with a few of Switzerland.
Installation
Automatic
oven,
storage
drawer.
mer at their Lincolnville Beach cot
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney of Cushing well represented. Very close at
Miss Leah Tillson, a student at tage.
Fred
W.
Carleton
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. tention was given by all to the
General Electric, 1.5 heat, 2.3 heat units, thrift cooker, 1 year guarantee 99.50
Farmington Normal School, spent
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Thomas
Funeral services for Fred W.
three days' complete program,
the weekend with her mother. Mrs. and family attended Sunday a C. H. Shuman.
Three storage drawers; a new range, never been used, $15950 value.
Installation
Francis Tillson. She was accom
Ralph Genthner Jr., is attend which was brought to a close by a Carleton were held Sunday at the
meeting of the State Park Com
Glenwood
Black
Iron
Kitchen
Heater
with
coil
.................
..............................
29.50
panied on her visit by her aunt.
mammoth banquet, at which nearly Russell Funeral Home with a large
mission at Mount Blue State Park ing Waldoboro High School.
number
of
relatives
and
friends
in
Mrs. Harold Stevens and cousin in Weld.
775
covers
were
laid.
Next
year's
Mrs. W. H. Howe Iths closed her
Quality Gas and Coal Combination with coils ....................................................
25.00
conference, which will be the 30th attendance. Rev. C. Vaughn Over
Miss Eleanor Stevens of FarmingFlus
Installation
The Baptist Ladies Circle will cottage and returned to Cambridge
consecutive event of the sort, will man officiated. Interment was in
ton.
hold their first meeting of the Mass.
the family lot in Carleton Cemetery.
Mrs. C. H. Shuman visited re be held within the Massachusetts
season Wednesday afternoon at 2
The bearers were Franklin G. Priest,
Richard Woodcock has the same
jurisdiction,
occupying
quarters
at
cently
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Bur

o’clock in the church parlor.
Irvin Cain, Edie Cain and Fred
complete line of distinctive Christ
the
Massachusetts
State
College
in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. T. Seav- gess Simmons in Friendship.
Marshall.
mas cards this year. Tel. 177 ring
3 Easy with Vacuum Cups and Damp Dryers
....................................
29.50
Amherst,
while
the
college
dormi

-*rs. Aimeda Winchenbach of
erns have returned to Hartford,
Mr. Carleton is survived by a
2 or 3.—adv.
116*118 Conn., after spending the Summer Dutch Neck visited last week with tories on the campus will be opened
1 Sterro Portable Washer (for small things) .................................................
7,95
up for the accommodation of visit daughter, Mrs. Maud Finn of Allsher daughter, Mrs. Astor Willey.
here.
ton, Mass., two sisters, Mrs. Ella
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ing
Grange
folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hanson of
A son, Lewis Francis. Jr., wras
Wallace and Mrs. Carrie Achorn
. born Monday morning to Mr. ana Camden were recent guests of Mrs.
of Rockport, two grothers Henry
Hanson
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
Mrs. Lewis F. Regnier at the Com
RAZORVILLE
and William Carleton, all of Rock
L. Shuman.
Easy, demonstrator, 64.95 value.............. .....................................................................
49.50
B. & H. Retread Service munity Hospital.
Mr. and Mis. Forest Chapman
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner were home over the weekend from port two gilindlhildlen. Carson
Fred Bartlett is having a two
Applebee and George Finn, Jr. of
Easy, automatic heat control, table top cover.................................................
69.50
i weeks' vacation from his duties at were recent Rockland visitors.
RETREADING
Deadwater.
Aliston, and several nieces.
Heat control switch, motor control switch, all deluxe appointments, a $89.95 value.
Mrs. Freda Collamore was a re
Brown's Market and is attending
The Don Brewers were at their
] the World's Fair.
cent caller at the home of Mr. and
USED TIRES
is at her father's home for a few
All members of the Baptist con- Mrs. George Carter in Friendship. place here over the weekend.
Mrs. Nettie Brann of Coopers weeks,
PRICES
Mr, and Mrs. M. L. Shuman visi
1 gregation are invited to attend the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and
KINDS
Fellowship covered dish supper ted last week with their daughter, Mills visited Sunday with her son
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy visited
SIZES
Thursday night at the church. Mrs. Mrs. Ashley Walter in Waldoboro. Clifton Brann.
Mrs. Maud How’ard and Mrs. Vin- in Augusta with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Adin Hopkins and Mrs. Charles
VULCANIZING
' Cleveland are in charge of the arWomen of Germany have been nie Bowes spent the day Sunday bur Esancy recently.
POWE
MPANY
Mrs. Albert Brown of Augusta is
with their niece, Mrs. Minnie Rowe.
115-117
COR. MAIN AND RANKIN STS. , rangements. The program for the asked to donate their hair, which
Mrs. Henrietta Hayward, who has visiting her daughter, Mrs. Elmer
lll’lt next two mci.tr.s will be presented will be made into socks and cloth
I Mrs. Carrie dat'd is a surgical ing for. the army,
been in a hospital in Massachusetts Jones,

Park Theatre

CAMDEN

GRANGE CORNER

RECONDITIONED APPLIANCES

at Prices You Cannot Afford to Miss

SEE THEM TODAY AT OUR THRIFT SHOP

IN THE THORNDIKE BLOCK

REFRIGERATORS

RANGES

WASHERS

IRONERS

ALL

CENT

INE
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Every-Other-Day

HONORED GOLD STAR MOTHERS

This And That

Page Seven

THEY WRITE BENNY COMEDY

Golden Rod Meets
And Rians Are Made For
Rummage Sale and the
Annual Fair

OCl ETY.
Mrs. Prank E. McKinney, Ocean
Miss Marie Berry, a student at
street went yesterday to visit her Oak Grove Seminary, was guest
mother Mrs. H. B. Smith. Lewiston. at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Berry, for the
Mr. and Mrs. Prank B. French weekend.
have been in Boston, guests of Dr.
and Mrs. O. P. Blood of RoslinMr. and Mrs. Prank B. Nichols
dale. A trip to New York World's of Bath and Mrs. Nichols’ brother
Pair and Radio City concluded their Charles Nichols were callers in
delightful vacatfon.
Rockland on Sunday. They had
been in Hope at the old Barrette
Everett W. Green of Worcester, Homestead and dined in Camden
Mass., is the guest of his sister, on the way down to call on the
W. O. Pullers, close friends since
Mrs. H. P. Hicks, Talbot avenue.
Mr. Nichols was one of the pro
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mazzeo prietors of the Rockland Daily Star.
are on a vacation trip to Portland He is now owner and publisher of
the Bath Dailey Times, a wide
and Boston.
awake and influential newspaper
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Black gave which is a credit to the State.
a birthday party Saturday night in
Mr. and Mrs. Burton O. Bickmore
honor of Mrs. Russell Reynolds.
Forty-three relatives and friends were hosts Sunday at their cottage
passed an enjoyable evening with 1 at Jefferson Lake,'their guests beentertainment by the Milbrook : ing Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory,
Cowboys and a folo sung by Har- Krnneth Mignaullt, Mr. and Mrs.
land Black, eight-year-old nephew Oscar Bickmore and Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs. Reynolds. Following the Harry Bickmore, all of Rockland,
entertainment refreshments were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart of Bath,
i Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rollins and
served.
[son Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce
A letter from Commander Doug ! and son Cedric, all of Camden, Mr.
las W Puller of Piedmont, Calif., ! and Mrs. Osgood Eugley and three
says: "We went to the Park yester | children of Nobleboro. Luther
day (Sept. 21) with 30.000 others Bickmore of Boston and Maurice
to see and hear "Willkie.'’ He cer ! Eugley of North Reacting, Mass.
tainly got a great reception in
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Dunbar and
California. Everyone seems to be
for him, but of course those who Mrs. Vina Varney went yesterday
are not were not out. There wasn't to New York.
room for any more at the park,
Opportunity Class will meet
anyway, I don't see how anyone
could vote against him after see Thursday night, at the home of
ing and hearing what he has to Mrs. Clara Emery. Limerock street.
say. There's no argument against
what he tells us, as Mr. Roosevelt
The Rubinstein Club has sent out
well knows. Wouldn't a debate the following Invitations: The Ru
between them be something! Our binstein Club cordially invites you
trip of 8966 miles is some trip from to attend a coffee-dessert-musicale
California to Maine and home at the Unlversalist vestry, Friday
again. The overnight stay with evening. Oct. 11, at 7.30 o’clock. R.
Cy Hills at Wheatland. Wyoming, S V J*. This is the opening gun
on a road between Cheyenne and for the coming season
Cody, was a delight. They have a
fine home and big garden, growing
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Rogalski
everything. Saw ’Old Faithful' at celebrated their first wedding an
Yellowstone Park perform. En niversary Sunday, entertaining Mrs.
joyed it all."
Rogalski’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Johnson.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, president of
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary, Mrs.
on hand. New merchandise coming i Bernice Jackson, department vicein every day at moderate prices. I president, and Mrs. Minnie Smith
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. have returned from Boston, where
School street, Rockland.
107-tf they attended the National Legion
Convention.
While there they
were guests of Mrs. Dinsmore's
parents Mr. and Mrs. Hiram IngerI son in Roxbury.

CHIlDS COLDS
Relieve misery direct
-without "dosing”.
Use swift-acting

VICKS VAPORUB
Wednesday-Thursday

A miscellaneous shower was given
Monday night for Mrs. Geneva Bra
zier Terrrio at the home of Mrs.
Kathleen Condon. Many nice gifts
were received. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Condon and Florence
Drinkwater . Prizes in bingo were
won by Mrs. Viola Smith and Mrs.
Ruby Elliot. Piano selections were
played by Miss Ethelyn Harvey.
Others present were Mrs . Dora
Jones, Mbs Lucy Thompson, Mrs
Ella Marks. Miss Evelyn Seavey,
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson, Miss Clara
York and Miss Jennie Thompson.

GRAPHIC

l WANT 4
DlVORCf
A Pgromivnl Picture with
Gloria Dickson • Frank Fay
Jessie Ralph • Conrad Nagel
TODAY
FRFD MacMVRRAY
“RANGERS OF FORTUNE*

STARTS SUNDAY
MICKEY ROONEY and
JUDY GARLAND
"STRIKE UP TIIE BAND’’

Strand

Effective Saturday. Sept. 28
Sundays.
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

|—

S

C OMIQUt

C jnden

THEATRE

T ,
Tel 2519

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A Flashy Girl Show!
Iloteha Burlesque Queens and
Beauteous Ballet Dances

“DANCE, GIRL, DANCE”
MAUREEN O’HARA
LOUIS HAYWARD
LUCILLE BALL
RALPH BELLAMY
March of Time
“DUTCH EAST INDIES"
TONIGHT
“DR. CHRISTIAN
MEETS THE WOMAN"
SHORT SUBJECTS DAY
CASH NIGIIT. $350

Coming Sunday
‘THE HOWARDS of VIRGINIA'

GILBERTS
Naturalistic
OIL

PERMANENT
$2
$7 Deluxe Oil Permanent

$3.00
116&118
Reg. $10.00
Supreme
Push Up Wave
BEAUTY
AIDS

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. PHONE 112

i

By K. 8. P.
And so Queen Elizabeth claims
kinship with George Washington.
Good, a compliment to both. The
records completed and on display
at the New York World's Pair show
also that the Queen is also fifth
cousin, only four generations re
moved of Robert E. Lee. That’s
good, too.
• • • •

New species of oak are being de
veloped because the oaks now in
existence are so closely related that
they intercross.
• • • ♦
"So you got rid of the depres
sion in your town?”
'Yes, but it took more than 500
loads of dirt to level it up perfect
ly."
• • • •
President Roosevelt has said. “A
full and fearless discussion of pub
lic questions by American women is
absolutely essential if our great
These three mothers were honored at Sunday’s reremonies—Mrs. Jennie democracy is to remain effective.”
Randall, Mrs. Eunice Winslow and Mr*. Fred Holbrook
When you listen to the comedy loin. Of local interest Ls the fact
Who has not, some time in her
Beloins parents are proSunday a chicken dinner, with marigolds, further carried out with or his life, played the game "Con during the Jack Benny feature you!1*141
. ..
.
I prietors of Beloln's Inn on the
all the fixings, was served by mem blue and yellow napkins with
sequences.” Starting with a sub credit the radio star with keen reden
LincolnvlUe road The
bers of Winslow-Holbrook Aux gold star on each, and blue place ject, a paper is folded .the next partee and you smile broadly at the | young man recently made a twoiliary, honoring the Gold Star cards with gold stars.
player adds a predicate, the next
Following the dinner. Mrs Ber player an object. Ludicrous re many humorous situations. Who day visit there, and Ls coming with
mothers, about 20 being present.
Honor guests were Mrs. Eunice nice Jackson and Mrs. Minnie sults amuse. Try it at some dull creates all this fun? The two smll- his bride to spend his vacation there
ing ycung men shewn in the above next Summer. And radio fans will
Winslow and Mrs Jennie Randall, Smith told some interesting high party
picture, made by Paramount Pic- do well to remember that Jack
the two gold star mothers, Mrs lights of the National Convention
1
last
week.
The
committee
in
He: “I think I might ask some tures, Inc. On the left, William Benny will be cn the air again next
Sylvia Reed being unable to at
Edmund Bctend: Miss Mabel Holbrook. Miss charge of the successful affair was nice girl to marry me. What do Morrow: 011 the
Helen York and Mrs. Fred Hol Mrs. Albert Wallace. Mrs. Austin you think of the Idea?"
|
brook.
Table decorations were Day, Mrs. Amelia Kinney and Mrs.
She: "Well it’s a grand idea, il
blue bachelor buttons and yellow Catherine Libby.
you ask me."
**

Great SllCCeSS

Soper has returned DOW-GENTN’ER
visit with her sister | In a quiet wedding ceremony SatMe. At present she I urday night. Miss Ruth M Gentner,
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley became the bride of Walter J* Dow
I at the Rockport Baptist parsonage
______
J Rev. C. Vaughn Overman officiated
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Protton The couple were attended by Mrs
attended the Legion Convention in 1 Winnifred ,L. Clinton and James
Boston last week and were guests | Gentner. 21 Tillson avenue, and the
in Reading. Mass., of Mr Protton’s groom is the son of the late Mr. and
parents, who were celebrating their ' Mrs. Samuel Dow of Washington
55th wedding anniversary.
Mr. j Junction.
Protton was having his annual va
The ladles of St Peter's Church
cation from the John Bird Co.
will have a rummage sale Saturday
The Browne Club will meet with at 10 o'clock, at 409 Main street in
Mrs Reta Holden. Old County Road the Chase block. Mrs. Walter Ladd
and assistants are in charge.
Friday evening.

Mrs. Carrie
from extended
at Mt. Vernon.
is the guest of
B. Crie.

Kermit Roosevelt, Jr., grandson
of Theodore Roosevelt, has Joined
the California Institute of Tech
nology as history professor. He
was formerly in the history de
partment of Harvard College.

Beinq a Full Report Of
Pythian Sisters District
Convention In Camden

Circle supper preceded the meet
ing of Oolden Rod Chapter. O. E. S.
Friday night, under the direction
of Mrs. Laura Maxey. Worthy
Matron Bessie Church has been
invited to be guest chaplain at Gen1 esta Chapter in Bath Oct. 11, and
Oct. 19. Secretary Clara Watts and
Treasurer Millie Thomas will be
guest officers of Star In the East
j Chapter In Hampden Highlands,
j A rummage sale will take place
i Oct. 11. with Mrs Belle Frost and
Mrs. Florence Philbrook co-chair
men, with a public dinner to be
i served from 11 to 1.39 o clock.
Tire annual fair Nov. 8 have these
chairmen: apron booth. Mrs. Belle
Frost; candy. Mrs. Prances Morse;
grabs. Mrs. Alice Kaler; beano.
Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. Mabel
Thorndike;
miscellaneous, Mrs
Hattie Davies; cooked food, Mrs.
Doris Jordan; fancy work, Mrs.
Carolyn Stewart. Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh, Arthur P. Wisner, Mrs.
Clara Watts and Mrs. Post were
appointed to the committee to co
operate with other Masonic bodies
' committees to select furnishings
I for the new temple.
HOUSES- IIAYNES
Miss Gertrude P. Haynes, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Perlely E.
Haynes, Dakota street, Portland, be
came the bride of RUph H Hoffses. son of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac H.
Hoffscs of South Waldoboro, Satur
day afternoon. The ceremony took
place at the Baptist parsonage in
Rockland, Rev J Charles MacL'onald reading the double ring
ceremony.
The bride were a gown of wine,
complimented with blue accessories
and corsage of golden orange roses.
Her matron of honor was Mrs.
Bernard L. Gray, the groom’s sister,
who was attired in navy blue with
,na,chlng accfS’crles and corsage of

From Nancy Savage

Miqgpq Inllv Patipnk Who
wnu plnk rosps

misses joiiy rauenis
Have Left—Flowers
Have Faded

Bernard Orray was

man

_____
The 40’.h annual convention cf Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Pythian Sisters of District 9, was | Evening lights are on and I am
Eighty percent of the world's held at the Grange hall in Cam-! lying here writing.
The ward
petroleum reserves is still untapped dcn, Witn Knox Temple Pythian seems lonely tonight—so many jolly

The bride graduated from the
No: tilt astern Business School In
Fortland, and has been employed in
^le °Mce of Myles, P. O. Sullivan
< °'
8IadUatrd ln 1938
>,p „ an tanner

’ lnauslnal cnexHiat!, Sl4ters as hostess Sept. 26. with patients gone home and Just Miss ’ iormerly employed by Armour A
[Gertrude Oliver if Friendship Spaulding. Mrs. Warren of Vinai-[ Co., in the Rockland. Gardiner and
brilliant
j Temple as district deputy and haven and Mrs. Hartley left in our P°rt'and branches, and is now em
Mexico has done a
ployed as typist ln the Portsmouth
thing—opened a free Municipal Orand Guard of the Grand Temple part.
music School
Everyone knows 0[ Maine.
I Even the gay flowers are gone, Navy Yard.
After a brief honeymoon tour,
what a fine thing that is for the
District Deputy G C called ! on'y a bit of bright geranium left,
the ycung couple will reside in
public.
One friend wrote how brave and York. whpre thf congratulallons and
• • * •
| the officers to their stations: Past
cheerful I am. but. dear friend. Im
wUhes of lhelr hogt of frfc
Shipment", of German cameras Chief, Jennie Dickham Supreme not so brave. I’m human and 11 fonow them
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Worcester1 Anderson Auxiliary will meet and parts to the American markets Representative and Past Orand came here with bright visions of
the niieijiiir»
(Ethel Yorke) are spending a few Wednesday night, and all officers in 1938 were valued at $3,890,000 ichief. Most Excellent Chief Oolda working again, of tramping
days ill Canada
are requested to be present for re It is hoped this has all been Hall of Knox Temple; Excellent paths of woods, of digging in old I'llbHINU
. Fogg of Bangor was an
_____
1 hearsal. A card party will be held stopped.
S?nior Viola Eamcs tf Prespcctmother earth planting flowers and I Charles
Temple; Excellent Junior, Elizabeth
vegetables, of living a useful, happy overnight guest of hts sister Mrs.
Miss Helen Pickett was a pleasing !n the afternoon,
Prom m.v connotary comes this Greenlaw of Gloria Temple. North
social life, for God and friends. Marian Knapp last week.
hostess Saturday afternoon at her i
' '
■ - ■
definition of people jumping at Haven; Manager, Esther Simmons
But tonight the bright visionsMiss Elizabeth Dawes of Washhome on Limerock street, enter
conclusions: “The only mental ex of Kncx Temple, Camden; Mistress [seem so far away.
I ington, D. C„ Mrs. Sarah McCultaining a group of friends to celeercise
some
persons
take.
”
cf Records and Correspondence, j We miss Mrs Bates. Mrs. Comp-' la8h ot Roxtury, Mass., and Miss
brae her 11th birthday anniversary.
• • • •
Effie Noyes of Golden Cro s Temple, ] ten, dear Mrs. Stover, so sweet and Grace Church of Rockport were
Tiie dining room was attractively
A snail can crawl over the keen Belfast; Mistress of Finance, Alice patient. But they are happy at callers on Mina A Woodcock Pridecorated, and there were favors for
est razor blade without cutting it- oray of crescent Temple. Thomas- home in better health
day.
each guest, the birthday cake be
self.
ton; Protector, Elizabeth Morton of
Robin Troop, Girl Scouts under
ing the center of attraction. Guests
Nancy S. Savage
Kncx Temple; Guard, Kathlyn Da
the leadership of Lieut. Barbara
Knox Hcspital
were Caroline Howard. BeUy Coop
Nazi flyers arc drinking much vis cf Oolden Cross Temple. These
Pales went on a hike Saturday to
er, Madeline Hoffses, Bena Anaschampagne in France for the first officers in their long white dresses
tasio. Joan Edwards, Annie Wood.
marks were made along with the the shore of Merle James and en
time and like it better than beer, |made a VPr yfinP appearance, and
joyed a picnic dinner.
Janice Stanley, Joan Ross, Beverly
gifts.
but it isn't so good for their thpjr ofjjcprs- march was a credit to
Mrs. Hattie Orff spent last week
Merchant, Greta Nelson, Mary
District Deputy O C. Gertrude
accuracy.
tile convention.
Ross, Ann Ross, Marjorie Leeman
Oliver was congratulated on her Ial Pleasant Point, guest of her
_
* ’ * * , J
,
Every part of the work was cutstanding convention. And the [ daughter. Mrs. Lillian Stevens.
Beverly Fickett and Janice Pickett.
Bootleggers have openly declarerd j (akpn up and cl(rn)pjmpdi aftpr
Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl leaves Oci.
Anna Hcino was unable to attend.
war on South Africa’s Municipal tthich ,hp dWrjct dcputv as>jstpd Grand Chief remarked tliat if all 10 lor Boston vhere she will em
beer halls and the fight is on but by thp Grand chkf madc contc. her other conventions proved as suc bark the next day on steamship,
NOTICE OF BOARD MEETING
cessful as this one and the one she
of not heavy consequence as a tlons
City cf Birmingham for Savanah
Wednesday, Oct. 2 at 2 30 p. m..
greater war takes their minds to A very appropriate address of attended in Presque Isle she would enoute to Sarasota. Fla . where she
the first Board meeting of the Di
be pleased.
more serious matters.
welcome was given by the Manager
rectors of the Home for Aged Wo
It is my earnest hope and desire will spend the Winter.
• • • •
Miss Mina Woodcock wen! Mon
Esther Simmons with response by , that each sister took back to her
men for this season will be held at
A Better Music campaign in Sister Ora Woodcock of Mayflower! Home Temple a "boatload" of inday to Pleasant Point where she ■
the Home, 148 North Main St. For
Boston is being helped by distri
transportation, call Mrs. J. N.
Temple. Visiting Grand and Past! epiration, and that she will, with w.ll r.iend a lew days a.» guest of
bution of symphonic records at
Grand officers were introduced and her sisters, start working with new Mrs. Nettie Seavey.
Southard, 10 Ocean St.
117*118
non-profit prices. It is high time honors given.
O t. 6 will be observed as Rally
I enthusiasm. We must keep up the
for something of this kind to help
A delicious banquet was served b.v |"old spirit” and keep constantly Day at the Broad Cove Church.
people out on the radio.
the Sisters of Knox Temple at the busy in order to see that the tnem- Rev W. N. Van Deman pastor. It
• • • •
Today and Wednesday
close of the afternoon session.
bers of one of tiie finest fraternal is hoped there will be a good at
“My daddy's a musician and
The thrilling, dramatic story of
At 8 30 p. m. the convention was orders in the world may keep our tendance. A special service will
when
he
composes
a
song
ne
gets
an All-American who thought
be presented.
called to order bv District Deputy place in the sun.
JEWEL CLIPS at the softly a lot of money for it.”
the glory would last forever!
Gertrude Oliver. The initiatory work
Oertrude
Oliver,
D.DGO.
Another said, “My father’s an
shirred neckline of this dress with
was beautifully exemplified, offi
Archeologists find razor blades
author, and when he writes a book cers selected by the district deputy Grand Guard of Orand Temple of 1500 years old in the Honduras
I
Maine
he
gets
lots
more
for
that.
”
elbow length sleeves, and all
from the seven Temples in this dis
jungle. They really had it on peo•Well," said the third boy. "My trict, and a staff of 16 Sisters of
The
first
apple
tree
fn
Iceland
P'e t°day. Todays folks don't have
around skirt fullness. The inset daddy's a minister and it takes six
Mayflower Temple with Blanche planted ln 1884. did not blossom | a Jungle 1,1 *hlch 10 Bet rid of ’em.
men to carry the money up to
Everett as degree mistress and until 1£X», when It produced only j
waistband minimizes your waist him.”
Blanche Wilson as pianLst for the five ripe apples.
I Subscribe to The Courler-Oacette.
• • • •
with
evening. Tiie 16 slstera on the staff ——
line inches!
The letters Martha Washington
Jean Rogers, Robert Sterling
in their floor-length beautiful white
Ted North. Katharine Aldridge
had to write when she was Ameri
dresses, with the wide sashes and
Russell Gleason
ca's First Lady were always draft
bands of the four colors, white, red.
ed by Oeorge. Martha simply
yellow and blue representing the
copied them—even to the mis
different stations, Purity, Love,
THURSDAY
spelled words of which the first
Equality and Fidelity, made a very
president was guilty now and then. pretty picture.
421 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1100
• • • •
On The Stage
The
candidates
for
the
evening
Think this out. Tiny Guatemala
spent $119,000 for imported toilet were SLster Marian Grey of Knox
Temple, Sister Bertha Young of
articles last year.
Golden Cross Temple. Brother Lewis
• • • •
Chile is making plans to grant D^ane Past Chancellor cf Brewer
loans to its farmers who wish to Ledge. After the Initiatory work,
revitalize their land for better the district deputy was called upon
for remarks. She also made correc
crops and more cultivation.
Qenuine Snqravd
tions and opened up the question
• • • •
The earth moves faster in its box. She explained the questions
orbit from September to March. asked, which was very instructive
Therefore the equinoxes (March 21 and helpful. The Grand Chief
If you are slim, you’ll love this
and Sept. 23) do not divide the made interesting remarks. Other
Grand
Officers
called
upen
were
boneless combination...that could
year equally. The interval from
March tq September is a few days Grand Prelate, George' Gray of
be a young girl’s first foundation.
Warren, Grand Mistress of Records
longer.
Finest quality ol steel engraving
and
Correspondence.
Gertrude
• • • •
Rayon and cotton satin elastic com
on fine white vellum stock 500 lor
Professor: “Didn’t you have a Doane of Brewer. Past Grand Chief
(WHDH)
bined with woven mesh clastic.
only ■
and
Chairman
of
Deputies
Daisy
brother in this same class last
Foss of Auburn. Past Grand Chief
year?"
Singing. Dancing and
The uplift bust is topped £
qq
Student: "No, Sir. it was I. I’m Jennie Dockham, Supreme Repre
Radio Acts
with
soft
lace.
Model
3741
sentative
District
Deputy
Katherine
taking it over.”
Professor:
"Extraordinary re Gover of District 4, Boothbay Har
ON THE SCREEN
bor. Lewis Doan. Past Chancellor
semblance.”
CEASAR ROMERO
• • • •
of Bremen and Past Chief Sister
PLATE INCLUDED!
in
Viscount Gort, Chief of the Brit Ada Chadwick of Thomaston.
Wide selection ol letter styles.
“THE GAY CABALLERO”
District Deputy Gertrude Oliver
ish Imperial Staff, was nicknamed
“Pat" by World War soldiers be presented gifts to the Grand Chief
Come In and see our tamplee.
Regular Prices Prevail
Wilma Jordan cf Portland. Daisy
cause he was so thin.
Postage Extra
♦ • • ♦
P(i s, Past Grand and Chairman of
GOSSARD
Keep up your devout prayers for Deputies, Past Chief Blanche Ever
THE COURIER-GAZETTE England
and China. They need ett, Degree MLstress and Blanche
Wilson Pianist. Appropriate }'gthoughts and prayers,

estimate.

YESTERDAYS
HEROES

CUTLERS’C INC.

‘Uncle
Ned’s
RADIO
VARIETIES’

MANSFIELD’S

Carefree

BUSINESS
CARDS
$ 795
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for use at Institutes and other as
thoughts are hovering around us and are our friends in America are one of them) the procession of and are not afraid. We know that
“
British
Lion
Awoke
”
greatly troubled abouFus over here. housewives laying down their be our cause is Just and right. ‘The
what is happening to us.
semblies. Quoting from a much
| wicked shall endure for a night, but
THE
LYRIC
MUSE
traveled friend she said, “where
"To begin with, we are very well, So please, if you know of any such loved aluminum pots and pans to j Joy ccmeth in the morning.’
ever
you
go
now
they
offer
you
So
Writes
Coventry,
Eng.,
Hold Fine Convention In
only a little tired because of sleep. anxious friends, give them my small be converted into Spitfires, each one
'Best of love to you and all your
something to drink, but I observe
less nights owing to air raids. We message of good cheer. Wherever I moving silently forward in turn and (jear Ones. Yours as ever, Fred and
Woman
To
a
Friendship
Bangor—Growing In
it is becoming more and more non
Hadock."
I are also very busy Indeed. Fred is go, I meet nothing but splendid making her offering, then going
Summer Resident
Membership and Growing alcoholic. People want to be re
doing some part of the work for courage, determination to win, sure away without a word, you would I The ,etter carrled one utOe nofreshed.' Ex-Governor Brewster
In Power
“Give them my small message of Spitfires, our glorious thrilling Spit- and certain faith ln our final victory, have been impressed. I was moved tation typlcal of the humor, posaid that “in Washington where
calm courage of the
good cheer." Thus reads a sentence fires. Then he is a member of the There are very few cowards ln Eng- almost to tears. That is Just a jneness
(By Clara Emery)
they used to offer alcoholic drinks
We know we shall have small item, but It serves to show Enghsh, in the corner, following
in
a
letter
received
recently
by
Mrs
Home
Ouard
and
goes
when
called
land
today
Undaunted by the heavy storm, as a matter of course now they ask
A M K Tompkins, a Friendship upon, usually twice a week at night, to suffer perhaps a good deal be- how we are united in every way in the ending. Mrs. Hadock wrote,
Publication Limited to Brief
100 delegates assembled at the what y<ou would like, and if one in
Summer
resident, from Mrs. Fred to his observation post, and twice a; fore the end comes, but no amount this life and death struggle.
Poems
“Excuse the paper. We are raHammond Street Congregational a group will say gingerale others
“We rejoice that America Is be- | tjOned.”
of
Original
Composition
Hadock.
the
former Elsie Hamblin, week, including Sundays for In- of suffering or danger will ever make
Church, Bangor. Wednesday for will quickly follow," showing the
ginning to realize that she herself
____________
By Subscribers
who makes her home in Coventry. struction and drill. All this, as you US give in.
the ocenlrg session of the annual power of personal influence.
may imagine, gives him no time forj "The British lion is awake at last.
England.
convention of the Maine W.C.TU.
“
2
“
",
‘
»X
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Mrs Mildred Washburn of Perry
The letter, mailed from England our large garden which falls to my He is such a sleepy-headed old thing
Mrs. Augusta K. Christie of Presque state director of Y.T.C. said it
MONHKGAN SUNRISE
ln peace time, a bit muddle-headed America’s battle, too, for God help A supper-auction party and beano
Aug. 21. after being opened and ex share.
Isle, State president, presided. had been an encouraging year,
[For The Courler-Okzette]
will be an event at the 'Keag Friday
amined by the British censor, was
"I am very proud of my achieve too, we confess, and it takes an all the world if Hitler wins!
Many new faces were noted among work had been presented to more Those eastern cliffs,
"We don’t, of course, know what night for the benefit of the cemesent
to
Mrs.
Tompkins
by
Mrs.
Ha’
ment
in
this
direction,
having
kept
'
awful
lot
of
prodding
to
waken
him.
Whitehead.
the delegates, especialy young wo young people, in more places over
dock, who was the former governess us fully supplied with all sorts <3f | But I believe that such a spirit rises may happen to any of us, even be- tery fund. All interested and wantmen, while a number of more fa- the state and more young people's Burnthead.
Blackhead.
of the Tompkins children, Her let- vegetables ever since we came here J up with his awakening that it is, as fore this letter reaches you. Houses ing to donate in any way. may get
miliar faces were missed
Past i groups were using part of the pro- Like stiffs
In a dissecting room
I a year ago. I love being back ln ■ I have said before, unconquerable. I were bombed and people killed ln in touch with Mrs. Annie Dennison,
ter ln full follows:
President. Althea G. Quimby, sent gram in their meetings, a new Seem
unaware
"I
’
ll
begin
my
letter
with
the
| our own little home and garden am extremely proud today to be Coventry last night. Our house has Mrs. Grace Godfrey or Mrs. Flora
greetings and encouragement to council had been organized at In the gloom
That Night has sneaked her covers
title
of
our
—
at
the
moment
—
fa
again. It is so pretty and peaceful j British, Such a nation united in had many severe shakings. We get Baum.
“keep on keeping on." Mrs. Mar Elliot.
away.
.. sometimes several times a night, i ~
.
. »
.,
.
vorlte song, "There'll Always Be an here, if only 'Gerry' would let us patience, hope and faith, and grim up.
Leaving
them
bare
tha M. Gould. Editor of the "Star
Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens of
determination as well, has sur-ly and go sit in our 'dugout.' listening
Department stores ecently doTo the dissection of the Day.
England.'
You
have
been
ln
my
alone
to
enjoy
it!
In the East" was called home early Parkman congratulated the mem The ocean at their ankles stirs
to the bombs dropping, some near, nated airplanes to tht Japanese
mind so much during all this trouble
"From bits that I gather from never been seen before.
by sudden illness of her sister. Mrs. bers of the organization on the In Its sleep
“If you had seen, as I did (I was1 and some far, but we keep cheerful Navy.___________________________
The lirst bird In their heads of Hrs
and strife that I know your the paper and from heresay you that
Myrtle G. Ames, director of Loyal good work done in recent local op Ventures
a timid peep
.
Temperance Legions, was detained tion flections, urging that an ac Unruly Day
Like one In first-year medicine.
by illness of her husband.
tive minority keep things lively for Halts his carefree slouch \
—
To crouch
“
Recommendations of the presi the majority.
Outside the grey
dent urged the holding of Temper
Mrs. Dora Nye, Skowhegan, in And thin
ance Evangelistic meetings, and charge of the worship hour said: Horizon.
And (one of hla jokes!)
that the W.C.T.U. help the young “There never was a time when we Slowly,
over the top.
He
pokes
to learn of the Idealism which had so much to give thanks and
An orange lolly-pop.
made our Government marked praise for—the gains in temper The whole place to bedizen
among the nations. A great in ance. advance in education, liberty I il th'lL
vernzi
terest in Y.T.C. is manifest in rt a.iu freedom in government, the
sleep.
cent months in our country. Now open word of God—gives us con- As popcorn bursts Its kernal.
And the stiffs
is the time for Maine to take a fidence in place of fear." Mrs Es- Are only cliffs
forward step in organizing youth ther Hews of Presque Isle, pre By the woken sea.
As all things sing.
groups.
sented the new department of In frantic ecstacy.
Local Unions were urged to hold Radio. Good work has been done “It Is morning! It Is morning! It 1
morning!"
.
public evening meetings inviting this year over the Caribou and
Stephen Allen Lavender
business men and women to attend Portsmouth. N. H stations. A large
The mas ton
ar.d co-operation with other civic advance is planned for the year
RRRR
organizations in observing the ahead.
LIFE'S CROSSROADS
third Sunday ln May as “I am an
Rev. James H. Coney, N Berwick
| For The Courier-Gazette]
American Day."
gave a short but inspiring address Many long years I have traveled life's !
road.
Mrs. Christie condemned the in charging the W.C.TU. to go on
With Its triumphs, struggles and
creased use of alcohol in social with its work, carrying out the
care:
drinking, citing the fall of France details and always winning others Chafing my shoulders with many a 1
load.
which as quoted in the magazine to the cause. Earlier in the ses
Sowing the wheat and the tare.
"Progress' was due to alcohol. What sions he had shown moving pic Fighting life s sorrow with o'erflowlng
will America become with the forc- tures that he will take into schools.
heart.
Kneeling so oft In sad prayer,
es now boring from within? Can C C.C. camps and other assemblies Knowing
the anguish from loved ones
to part
we stand against them? The $3- over the state, giving visual edu
Often
submerged
ln despair
000.000.000 annually spent for drink cation on alcohol and the social
At times being able to bask ln joy's
in this country could well be used drinking problems.
sun.
for defense. Relief expenditures
And have sweet communion with
At the election of officers, all
friend:
are on the increase and there is a those serving.were re-elecled. Mrs. Tasting
of pleasures while swift min- ,
300 percent more drunkenness Augusta K Cliirstie of Presque Isle
utes run.
Holding them fast to their end
since repeal.
President.
„..i< j At last having drunk from the Chalice
The membership report, read by
Thursday night before a weu
ol Life
Miss Margaret Sargent, secretary, filled house Dr. Daniel A. Poling.
It's strange mixture of Joy and care.
back to It’s crossroads—
gave a total paid membership of Editor of the Christian Herald and And looking
each rife
3300 with 547 new members for pastor of Temple Baptist Church.
With promise so luring and fair—
1940. Knox County's contribution Philadelphia gave an address on COuld I go back of the struggle and
strife.
of new members was 20.
“Americas Impregnable Defense.'
Back of the heartache and painHigh lights from the National 1 Excerpts from address 1.
Back to the untraveled crossroads of
life—
Conventions held in Chicago last
Dr. Poling said that any plan of
Would I choose the same path o'er
August were given in a snappy universal conscription, based upon
again?
Nellie M Ervlne
manner by Miss Caremal Brad the old draft laws would be archaic
Tenants Harbor
ford of Augusta State directors and indefensible. He said, “men of
R RR R
gave brief presentations of their 40. 50 and 65 are in modem war
GOING TO THE FAIR
department work.
Mrs Clara fare more efficient in some depart
(For The Courier-Gazette]
Emery of Rockland reporting for ments and activities than youths of
the fair ln the Fall
speech contests, said of the three 18 to 30 Any program of defense WeTogoseeto the
exhibits shown there.
counties reporting, the best work must be scientific, and. in its ap The fruits and the vegetables big
The
flowers
so gorgeous and fair.
had been done in Kennebec County plication to man-power, it must
and awarded the department ban i operate in all age levels. Also, the The horse race the ball game, parade.
The vaudeville performances fine.
ner to that county. Miss Crissie assumption that adults are worth The Midway amusements and freaks.
The cattle, the sheep and the swine.
Mathews, director of Flower Mis more to the state than youth is a
sion and Relief is returning after false assumption. If we lose our The fancy work, knitting and quilts.
The pictures our artists display.
15 years of active interested serv youth, any future thereby won will Farm
machinery, poultry and pets.
And canned goods In tempting array.
ice in the work of this department. not be worth winning.’’
CLYDE E. PEASE
An L.L.L. demonstration was given
Tills was Dr. Poling's idea of the We go to see animals, birds
And many a swindle and hoax
by a group of school children, led . physical part of America's impreg- But
we go most of all to the fair
Who is the manager of the
by Mrs. Donald Hurlburt. Bangor. j nable defense—“The police prinTo see. I am certain, the folks.
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unit
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pie
he was acquainted
Informal reception for Miss Mar the speaker's third requisite for
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tha Smyth Cooper, national di the defense of America. His first
tan Budget Pay
with, in his capacity as lo
all ages, small refugees
rector Youth's Temperance Coun two points were that “America's Children,
Sailing toward safety, from over the
ment Plan Chain
cil.
seas.
cal representative of the
impregnable defense is in its moral
childish hearts that know tragic
Greetings from the churches and spiritual offensive, and the re Brave despair.
depended almosten
Puritan,
before a store was
were extended by Rev. Charles Par sponsibility for this rests with the Fleeing the terror of war ln the air
Baby hands cling to some treasure
tirely on the coverage
opened,
came
in to see him
kin. president of the Bangor- churches and the schools."
from home:
Brewer Ministerial Association;
and reader acceptance
The speaker scored the New Deal Perhaps an old battered doll, as their
at
the
new
store,
and men
ship rides the foam.
Arthur Pierce, superintendent of as “comprehensively succeeding in Or some
last parting gift from a fond
tioned
that
they
learned
of
of The Rockland Cou
schools for the educators, stated failing to accomplish one thing
mother's hand,
As
her
darling
departs
for
a
strange,
his
appointment
through
that the problem which the schools that it has promised to do. Repeal
rier Gazette in Rockland
distant land
and the W.C.T.U. must combat of prohibition has brought the bar The sea holds a menace: humanity's
The Courier-Gazette. “As
form!
and surrounding towns, to
was a "lack of serious view towards maid under the stars and stripes. And danger more real than the sea
a business man, I can say
ln a storm.
temperance. He said that the You can't drink a people into re
successfully announce the
For
It
strikes
without
warning,
at
In

that we read your pa
younger generation was “the finest covery. You can t drink a nation
nocent prey,
Grand Opening at 488
that has ever come along." “but into prosperity,” he said. "What Sending children and ship down, ln
per from front page
way
we must present to them facts and contribution has the liquor traffic There cruelty's
Main Street of the Puri
are mother hearts waiting at
to last ... for
home, filled with pain.
data they can grasp—and create made to the recovery' of the United
For the loved little lorms they will
news, and for
tan's
newest
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in
the idea that the temperate thing States?" Dr. Poling asked.
not see again.
While
mother
eyes,
tear
dimmed,
scan
is the smart thing to do.'*
facts.”
Friday morning “Sixteen Minute
Maine. The letter printed
wild storm-swept seas,
Miss Martha Smythe Cooper, Women" gave a short sketch of And empty
arms long for you. small
herewith gives ample evi
refugees.
guest speaker gave an address that work done in their county with
Rose B Hupper
in depth of thought and experience especial reference to the local
Tenant* Harbor.
dence that the advertiser
seemed almost to belie her youth option campaign and gains in dry
was more than satisfied
and girlish appearance. She said territory.
FOR IXVITED GUESTS
in part that youth today believes
Miss Margery Crandon, Thomas
with results from The Cou
Here Is a List of Pertinent
current events have gotten out of ton was awarded a Gold Star for
"Don'ts" At Hunting Parties
rier-Gazette.
control of God and- some feel that Knox County for completing the
anything goes in an evil time.
Centenary Fund quota. The con
Don't show displeasure when
This is a difficult time, if Chris vention closed with the White
tianity has a voice it should speak Ribbon Circle singing "God Be your host informs you that his son
now. To set aside Christianity With You TiU We Meet Again."
will be In the party. He probably
now is to put aside the hope of
Delegates attending from Knox will be a well-mannered and prop
history. For more than half a County were Miss Margaret Cran
He
century youth has been facing the don. Thomaston, Mrs. Clara Emery, erly-instructed sportsman.
liquor problem. However today the Mrs. Jeanette Dunton. Rockland, might be able to shoot like “The
problem is difficult from anything Mrs. Etta Fernald. Camden. Mrs. Old Man" too.
F. Benedict, Northern Maine
the nation has known, and requires Mabel Heald, Mrs. Nora Heald.
Don't attempt to call or repri
District
Manager with head
a new strategy on the part of West Rockport, Mrs. Una Tolman,
mand your host's dog.
quarters at the Puritan’s Branch in
those who are meeting it. The Rockport; Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert.
Don't shoot too close to a dog’s
youth representatives of 30 States, Appleton; Mrs. Nina Leach and
Bangor, here for the Opening of the
meeting in Chicago for the Na two other delegates from Tenants head while on point.
Puritan store, and who had had a wide
Don’t break to shot" to retrieve
tional convention of W.C.T.U.. Harbor accompanied by Dr. Leach.
your
kill.
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dog
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experience in the retail field, was great
agreed that the new strategy
thoroughly broken to shot and
should be a program of practical
I WONDER WHY
ly impressed by the response to the news
wing, and you will be setting the
Christian living. This program
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paper advertisement. “We checked both
dog a bad example.
includes preparation and action. I wonder why so many lie
visitors and buyers to see what brought
When truth they should be telling.
Don't insist that your host's dog
We must create intelligent Chris
none can hide the human side.
"fetch" your kili. He Is probably
tian leadership to bring a social For
The above letter, printed herewith, and unsolicited by
them in . . . the overwhelming majority men
As God knows what 's Indwelling!
broken to "fetch" to his owner.
change of attitude toward drink I wonder why so many cry
this paper is the statement of the vice president of the Puri
tioned The Courier-Gazette, many asked for
Don’t lock shots with your hunt
ing." Special music was furnished
Against the Ills that trouble,
never lift by act or gift
tan Clothing Stores, an organization with more than forty
specific items advertised in the paper.
ing companions. Stay on your
by Charles Larson, violinist and But
To sift the wheat from stubble.
“own side" of the rise. Better to
Miss Betty Beal, soprano soloist.
yearB of advertising experience as a solid basis for judg
Thanks to The Courier-Gazette our opening
I wonder why so many die
have him miss than be disconcer
Thursday morning outstanding
That always proved a blessing,
ing newspaper pulling power.
was a real success.”
ted by your !*‘cutting in.”
was the report of Mrs. Edith While others live who never give
Of wealth they are possessing.
If you both shoot at the same
Thomas. Caribou on exhibits and
wonder why so many try
bird simultaneously, always agree
fairs, saying the W.C.T.U. had I Their
fellowmen to cheat;
booths and exhibits at several of When In due time that naughty crime that "its your bird" and he will ap
preciate your unselfishness. A re
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wonder why the things on high
Don't insist on shooting a limit
operation on the part of managers I So
many fall to cherish.
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and the public.
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may need the practice of shoot
Mrs. Frederick Robie of Augusta,
wonder why Guy Waltz and I.
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director for non-Alcoholic Fruit I So
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In World affairs a shake-up.
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